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ABSTRACT

JOHN M. MARTIN III
Preaching for the Listener: Does Vineville Baptist Church in Macon, Georgia, Prefer
Logos, Pathos, or Ethos in Connecting with Sermons?
(Under the direction of PETER RHEA JONES)
A preacher hopes that each sermon will connect with the congregation, so that the
Word of God is heard clearly. This research project explores how the rhetorical
categories of logos, pathos, and ethos function generally in the preaching event and how
these categories connect specifically with Vineville Baptist Church in Macon, Georgia.
Based on a research study recognized by the Academy of Homiletics entitled "Listening
to Listeners," the rhetorical categories serve as a basis for how people listen to sermons,
even demonstrating that individuals have a listening pattern where one category is
dominant in comparison to the others.
This project examines how Vineville Baptist Church listens to sermons,
determining whether a listening pattern exists within the congregation. For six
consecutive weeks, the church completed a survey in response to each sermon. The
survey highlighted the characteristics of logos, pathos, and ethos, revealing how the
listeners connected to each preaching event. The congregation demonstrated a consistent
pattern of listening, which serves as a guide for how sermons could be crafted to foster
connections between the congregation and the Word of God.

ix

Guidelines are constructed for preaching at Vineville Baptist Church based on its
listening pattern, demonstrating how the rhetorical preferences of a church can benefit
sermon planning and oral proclamation. In exploring the functions of logos, pathos, and
ethos in sermons, these classical rhetorical categories are defined for the context of
preaching in a local congregation, so that they are useful tools. The preacher can
intentionally participate in the formation of the church into the body of Christ through
proclaiming the Word of God and through using the rhetorical categories to connect with
the preferences of a church.

x

CHAPTER 1
HOW A CONGREGATION LISTENS TO PREACHING
When the preacher steps into the pulpit, the implicit hope of the proclaimer is that
the congregation will receive the message of the sermon, hearing it as a pastoral or
prophetic contribution to personal faith development, as constructive for the life of the
church, and as faithful to the mission of God. In preaching to Vineville Baptist Church in
Macon, Georgia, can the preacher learn whether listeners engage sermons primarily
through logos, pathos, or ethos in order to foster connections between the sermon and the
congregation, as he intentionally uses the rhetorical categories in communicating the
Word of God? The distance between preaching and the listening congregation is
overcome through effective communication. Proclamation is a form of oral
communication, which means it is "located as much among a particular group of listeners
as with a particular speaker."1 If a preacher can discover a church's inclinations, he can
translate the Word of God into a rhetorical "language" that the congregation fully
comprehends.
Logos, pathos, and ethos are tools that function as a "transverbal"2 language in
connecting with a congregation. In the project, "Listening to Listeners," researchers

1

Fred B. Craddock, Preaching (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1985), 31.

2

Mary Alice Mulligan, Diane Turner-Sharazz, Dawn Ottoni Wilhelm, and Ronald J.
Allen, Believing in Preaching: What Listeners Hear in Sermons (St. Louis: Chalice Press,
2005), 125.
1

2
discovered that people listen to sermons with a preference for logos, pathos, or ethos.
The project generated empirical data from extensive interviews with approximately 260
people in twenty-eight congregations, accounting for diversity in race, ethnicity, size, and
location. Based on the rhetorical preferences of the listeners, each congregation has
"patterns for listening"4 that are points of connection for engaging people in the
preaching event. Evaluating whether a general pattern exists within a congregation is an
act of "priestly listening"5 that informs how a sermon can be communicated.
Listening for How Vineville Baptist Church Listens
In preaching at Vineville Baptist Church, I want to communicate with the
congregation based on how the church listens to sermons. In order to measure how
Vineville Baptist Church listens, I preached six consecutive sermons, soliciting feedback
through an anonymous survey after each worship service.6 The series included two
3

The "Listening to Listeners" project, recognized by the Academy of Homiletics for
its empirical research about the listener in preaching, took place through the Lilly
Endowment in 1999 and has been documented in four books by Chalice Press in the
series, Channels of Listening. These books include: Ronald J. Allen, Hearing the
Sermon: Relationship, Content, Feeling (St. Louis: Chalice Press, 2004); John S.
McClure, Ronald J. Allen, Dale P. Andrews, L. Susan Bond, Dan P. Moseley, and G. Lee
Ramsey, Jr., Listening to Listeners: Homiletical Case Studies (St. Louis: Chalice Press,
2004); Mary Alice Mulligan and Ronald J. Allen, Make the Word Come Alive: Lessons
from Laity (St. Louis: Chalice Press, 2005); Mary Alice Mulligan, Diane Turner-Sharazz,
Dawn Ottoni Wilhelm, and Ronald J. Allen, Believing in Preaching: What Listeners
Hear in Sermons (St. Louis: Chalice Press, 2005).
4

John S. McClure, Ronald J. Allen, Dale P. Andrews, L. Susan Bond, Dan P.
Moseley, and G. Lee Ramsey, Jr., Listening to Listeners: Homiletical Case Studies (St.
Louis: Chalice Press, 2004), 149.
5

Leander E. Keck, The Bible in the Pulpit: The Renewal of Biblical Preaching
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1978), 62.
6

Appendix C. For a delineation between which questions and answers correspond to
each rhetorical category, refer to Appendix D.
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sermons that emphasized each rhetorical category, varying the order over the course of
six weeks. The survey asked general questions about preaching as well as specific
questions about each sermon. Each inquiry highlighted a particular rhetorical category,
measuring how the listener connected with the sermon. I also invited the listeners to
respond qualitatively to each preaching event because the language used in each answer
suggests an inclination for a specific rhetorical category, as logos, pathos, and ethos have
different qualities.
Limitations and Assumptions
The results of this research are limited to how Vineville Baptist Church in Macon,
Georgia, connects to sermons, revealing its unique pattern for listening. The short-term
nature of this project veils the full impact of the rhetorical categories on how this church
listens, but it does adequately identify the preferences of Vineville Baptist Church. Such
an assessment is always temporal, as church membership and attendance in worship are
subject to fluctuate or change. The findings of this study are a basis for conjectured
arguments about the role of the rhetorical categories in homiletics, suggesting general
applications for oral proclamation in forming guidelines for preaching, but the specific
results cannot be applied broadly to every context without discretion.
How a church connects with sermons is not only influenced by rhetoric, but also
linked to its culture, demographics, theology, and history. These aspects of contextual
preaching are outside of the scope of this project. Multiple approaches to studying how a
church listens can be based on a range of characteristics: age, gender, race, ethnicity,
religious background, mental capacity, socioeconomic factors, personality type, learning
disabilities, types of intelligences, and theological leanings. Instead of parsing the

4
congregation into various groups, the rhetorical categories permit the preacher to listen to
the church as a whole, for these categories apply to each subgroup within a congregation.
This research project is not focused on why each rhetorical category is influential; rather,
it identifies the listening pattern of the church, comparing each category to one another.
The goal is to describe how logos, pathos, and ethos function in the preaching event at
Vineville Baptist Church.
Contextual Preaching and Listening
Learning about the context of Vineville Baptist Church informs its preaching
ministry, but it has intrinsic limitations as well. A cursory analysis is offered in this study
as a brief introduction to the church, but an in-depth evaluation is beyond this project's
limitations. The preacher must know these characteristics in order to communicate
proficiently. Vineville Baptist Church is in Macon, Georgia, which is a small city with a
southern culture. The church was established in 1891 and has a history of active ministry
and a building located in a mid-urban area of the city. Total current resident membership
includes 664 individuals and 418 households. The membership of the church is an aging
population, with about 17% under the age of forty, 17% between the age of forty-one and
sixty, 19% between the age of sixty-one and seventy, and 47% over the age of seventyone. Due to the number of widows in the congregation, about 63% of church members
are women, compared to 37% of men.
The recent history of the church has contributed to its current demographics. In
1998, the church built a second location further out from downtown, which became a
separate congregation in 2002. In addition to this initiative, which took the majority of
young families to the new location, Cross Keys Baptist Church in Macon, Georgia,

5
merged with Vineville in 1998 because they were unable to sustain their existence. The
self-described strengths of Vineville are an outstanding music program, strong deacon
ministry, dependable membership, and prominent physical location in a historical
neighborhood. The context of the church informs how the preacher communicates, but
these variables diverge in countless directions.
Even though a church is a conglomerate of all these characteristics, its members
will relate to sermons depending on the factor in question: gender, race, ethnicity,
geographical background, church tradition, or theological viewpoint. The preacher must
address this diversity by using a range of sermon forms and content, but she should not
ignore the rhetorical quality of preaching, which is common to all people. The rhetorical
categories can serve as a basic "language" for all listeners. Even when a message sounds
unfamiliar, as we strive to "communicate the distinctiveness of the Christian message in a
world of counter-messages and conflicting values,"7 a sermon can connect with the
church through a "language" that is familiar. Logos, pathos, and ethos create silent
connections with a congregation that help facilitate effective communication.
Preaching participates in the formation of the church through proclaiming the
Word of God. Inherent in the task of proclamation is translating the Word of God into a
"language" that a congregation understands. Translating the Word of God into a
rhetorical "language" that connects with a church strengthens the preaching event, as the

Richard Lischer, The End of Words: The Language of Reconciliation in a Culture of
Violence (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2005), 133.

"community is the hermeneutical key." Each congregation is unique, so not only is there
a distance between the pulpit and pew because the Word of God proposes an alternative
vision for the world, there is also a unique distance, for each church is distinctive within
its world. The preacher must listen for this incomparable distance in order to
communicate as clearly as possible.
The Rhetorical Categories in Preaching
Aristotle's classical explanation of logos, pathos, and ethos is foundational for
understanding their function in sermons, but because of the distinct nature of preaching,
the archetypal definitions are limited. In an Aristotelian description, logos is the factual
content, or evidence given in a speech, that argues for the "apparent truth from whatever
is persuasive;"9 pathos refers to how hearers are "led to feel emotion;"10 and ethos
examines the function of the "character of the speaker."11 Whereas Aristotle explored
how the rhetorical categories are universally true, his definitions need broadening for
homiletical application. The classic emphasis on persuasion in rhetoric is instrumental in
contemporary homiletics, but it does not limit the nuances of a more extensive definition.
In a single speech, the rhetorical categories function differently than in preaching,
where a sustained relationship exists between the preacher and the listeners, the Word of

8

Marva J. Dawn, Reaching Out without Dumbing Down: A Theology of Worship for
the Turn-of-the-Century Culture (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1995), 233.
9

Aristotle, On Rhetoric: A Theory of Civic Discourse, trans. George A. Kennedy
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 39.

11

Ibid., 38.
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God and the church. Sermons are not singular, public speeches, but rather small
vignettes in an "ongoing conversation between God and the church."12 Not only are the
rhetorical categories persuasive, they are also formative in sermons, as preaching occurs
over an extended period of time within the context of worship. Rhetoric is used not only
to speak to individuals, but also to shape the church as a whole.
Homiletics has relied on the classical definition of rhetoric in the past, which has
been limited to persuasive, eloquent speech. Stylized language is convincing, but the
rhetorical categories describe fundamentally more than a speech technique. Rhetoric
does include the "use we make of material, the choice, adaptation, arrangement,
expression,"13 as John Broadus describes it, but it also entails the fuller dynamics of
preaching, such as the pastoral and prophetic formation of the church. The rhetorical
categories can function as a communal, formative "language" for oral proclamation.
In oral proclamation, the rhetorical categories can acoustically communicate the
whole "sound" of the gospel of Christ, affirming this methodology as formative, which is
integral to conveying a sermon's message. As Thomas Long writes, "What a sermon
says should be intrinsically related to what that sermon does, and the focus and function
statements should reflect this connection."14 Part of a sermon's function is to form a
congregation into the body of Christ, which has its own logos, pathos, and ethos. The
12

Lucy Lind Hogan and Robert Reid, Connecting with the Congregation: Rhetoric
and the Art of Preaching (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1999), 19.
1^

John A. Broadus, A Treatise on the Preparation and Delivery of Sermon, 2d ed.
(Philadelphia: Smith, English & Co., 1871), 26.
14

Thomas G. Long, The Witness of Preaching (Louisville: Westminster John Knox
Press, 1989), 88.
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rhetorical categories can describe a sermon's content, or what it says, while they can also
function in forming a church, or what it does. The "means of persuasion,"15 as Aristotle
referred to the rhetorical categories, describes how a sermon connects with the listeners,
communicating its message as well as forming the character of a church.
If the sole purpose of preaching was to defend the validity of Christianity, rhetoric
would be defined simply as a persuasive argument. This view of rhetoric was adopted by
homiletics, as Augustine, who wrote the first handbook on preaching, writes, "While the
faculty of eloquence, which is of great value in urging either evil or justice, is in itself
indifferent, why should it not be obtained for the uses of the good in the service of truth if
the evil usurp it for the winning of perverse and vain causes in defense of iniquity and
error?"16 When the preacher is disputing erroneous claims about Christianity, preaching
is argumentative, but in the context of speaking to the same congregation every week, the
definition of rhetoric is nuanced, becoming a tool for church formation. Developing an
understanding for how sermon content functions as logos, pathos, and ethos is critical for
speaking a "language" that connects with a church.
Each listener will have a preference for how the preacher stimulates thoughts,
evokes feelings, and relates to the congregation, which reflects the categories of logos,
pathos, and ethos. The influence of each category will vary, and the listener's favored
category will affect how he or she engages the other ones, as described in the "Listening
to Listeners" project, "we need to keep in mind the fact that the hearer not only listens to
15
16

Aristotle, On Rhetoric, 37.

Augustine, On Christian Doctrine, trans. D. W. Robertson, Jr. (New York: The
Liberal Arts Press, 1958), 118-119.
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the sermon through that primary setting but that the listener is also processing material
received on the other settings and that the settings affect one another."17 For instance, a
listener that engages a sermon predominantly through ethos will listen to its logos and
pathos through the "language" of ethos. A listener does not hear solely through one
category, for each one interacts with the others, but a listener does process a sermon
through one dominant rhetorical "language."
In employing the rhetorical categories, the goal is not simply to gain the attention
of the congregation but to gain a hearing, where the congregation participates in the
"Word became flesh"18 (John 1.14), or the formation of the church into the body of
Christ. Rick Warren writes, "I've found you can hold people's attention much longer
when you interweave a variety of features into your sermon."19 Warren lists features
such as testimonies, dramas, interviews, film clips, and songs. The goal, though, is not to
keep people's attention, but these features do reflect a variety of rhetorical qualities.
Including them in a sermon, not to maintain interest, but to connect with a congregation
in order to participate in its formation could be beneficial based on the context of the
church. If the goal is simply to gain people's interest then preaching is nothing more than
entertainment instead of participation in the "Word became flesh" (John 1.14).

Ronald Allen, Hearing the Sermon: Relationship, Content, Feeling (St. Louis:
Chalice Press, 2004), 9.
18

Unless otherwise noted, all scriptural citations are from the New Revised Standard
Version.
19

Rick Warren, "Capture Attention by Adding Sermon Features," Rick Warren's
Ministry Toolbox, online: http://www.pastors.com/blogs/ministrvtoolbox/archive/
2010/05/19/capture-attention-by-adding-sermon-features.aspx, (accessed 17 Dec 2010).

10
Logos in Preaching
Instead of logos referring to factual proof or the argument in a speech, logos is the
"language" of information, wisdom, and reason in preaching. The intellectual content of
a sermon not only argues for the beliefs of Christianity, it also creates a new vision of the
world, as portrayed by the Word of God. The logos of the preaching event helps a
"congregation interpret the world from God's perspective,"20 envisioning it through the
Christian faith. The church stretches its cognitive understanding of the Divine by
"entering the imaginative world of the sermon much like a reader enters the world of a
novel or movie."

In order to picture the world differently, the listener needs to imagine

the will of God, learn about the gospel of Christ, and garner insight into the kingdom of
God. Logos engages the mind, inviting the listener into the message of the sermon.
Logos not only makes use of plain argument, providing a sound foundation for
understanding by offering "good reasons,"22 it also stretches beyond basic logic, as the
Word of God cannot always be substantiated by the rationalism of humanity. In
preaching, logos captures the imagination, which creates a mental picture based on the
revelation of scripture. Through the imagination, logos fosters a vision, but not
necessarily to stir emotions; rather, to explain meaning and to create an understanding of
the world and of God. A sermon can invite the listener to think about the world

McClure et al., Listening to Listeners, 12.
21

Ibid., 43.
Hogan and Reid, Connecting with the Congregation, 94.
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differently, "regarding imagination as an ally in the quest for truth."

As Barbara Brown

Taylor explains, "Wittingly or unwittingly, we human beings are driven by our images of
ourselves, of other people, of God and the world—images that come to us both from
within and without."24 Logos invites the church to analyze the current state of the world
and to envision creation through the eyes of God.
The qualities that are important to this type of listener relate to the function of
ideas. A sermon should provide a fresh perspective of scripture, God, or world, as people
say that they are "changed by ideas."25 Listeners who value logos respond positively to a
sermon that is well-prepared, educated, and theologically astute. The preaching event
needs to have a clear point that is based on substantial theological explanation followed
by straight-forward application. William Hull writes, "The sermon is where the future is
first put into words so that it can then be put into deeds."26 Action follows poignant
explanation, imagined vision, and focused reason for this type of listener.
Logos does not operate independently of pathos or ethos, even when it is a
listener's dominant setting. When a church member engages the preaching event through
logos, it nuances how the listener hears pathos and ethos. Ethos focuses on relationships,
so people who listen through logos view relationships from the "perspective of

23

Richard L. Eslinger, The Web of Preaching: New Options in Homiletic Method
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2002), 247.
24

Barbara Brown Taylor, The Preaching Life (Boston: Cowley Publications, 1993),

25

Allen, Hearing the Sermon, 50.

41.

26

William E. Hull, Strategic Preaching: The Role of the Pulpit in Pastoral
Leadership (St. Louis: Chalice Press, 2006), 28.
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understanding—both of how relationships help them understand the major ideas of the
sermon and how the major ideas of the sermon inform their understanding of
97

relationship."

In terms of ethos, an organized, educated sermon will strengthen the

character of the speaker in the eyes of the listener, even though the influence of thoughtprovoking content will continue to outweigh the authority of the messenger. The weight
of concern is on cognitive understanding, so ethos can enhance comprehension, but does
little to create a connection.
In connecting with pathos, a logos listener will experience emotion as a "response
to information or ideas in a sermon."

Within the preference of logos, a general distrust

of emotions is not unusual, but pathos can make a listener more receptive to an idea as
well as evoking feelings. Pathos is helpful to this type of listener through identifying and
explaining feelings, promoting self-understanding and fostering contemplative reflection.
Since the "experience of being stirred is insufficient, by itself, to be the basis for
determining meaning,"29 pathos requires further assessment for this type of listener
through personal analysis and self-examination.
Pathos in Preaching
Pathos is the emotional content of a sermon, which should not function as a
means of manipulation, but as a "mode of knowledge."30 Instead of simply stirring

Allen, Hearing the Sermon, 61.
Ibid., 62.
Ibid., 67.
Ibid., 72.
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emotions, pathos is considered one of the "ways of knowing,"31 conveying a message
through feelings. The pathos of preaching cannot be clearly separated from the pathos of
worship, but the sermon makes its own contribution to the listener's experience.
Engaging a sermon through pathos means that knowledge is gained through experience,
as Henry Mitchell describes, "We cannot expect love and commitment to increase by the
unilateral action of the Holy Spirit, while we deal solely with the cognitive."

An

experience of a message is capable of communicating beyond mere words. For example,
the preaching event can communicate its message about forgiveness through the
experience of forgiveness. It can also provide the experience of conviction, lament, or
joy instead of simply explaining these concepts.

Pathos is not always a positive feeling,

as discomfort can also cultivate faithfulness, which is evident at times in prophetic
preaching.
Through the emotional content of language, illustrations, examples, and gestures
that evoke feelings, the preacher connects with this type of listener by demonstrating a
"feeling of passion."33 Passion is not always manifested in enthusiasm, but conviction
and authenticity. A listener that prefers pathos needs to participate emotionally in the
message. For instance, a pathos listener is less able to connect imaginatively with an
alternative vision of the world unless it has adequate emotional content. The idea behind

Thomas H. Troeger and H. Edward Everding, Jr., So That All Might Know:
Preaching That Engages the Whole Congregation (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2008), 3.
Henry Mitchell, "The Hearer's Experience of the Word," in Listening to the Word:
Studies in Honor of Fred B. Craddock, ed. Gail R. O'Day, and Thomas G. Long
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1993), 240.
Mulligan and Allen, Make the Word Come Alive, 108.
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the vision will not connect with the listener without invoking emotions, for experience
confirms truth. A sermon that expresses strong pathos does not have to sacrifice reason,
for "passion does not preclude logical coherence,"34 but the experience will always
supersede it.
The oral presentation of a sermon along with its central purpose are two vital
concerns for this type of listener. The performance of the preaching event needs to invite
the listener into the "unfolding drama"35 of the message by embodying it. The
"language" of pathos can be expressed through a variety of styles, but conviction and
passion are common characteristics. Preachers should use eye contact, intonation,
movement, and gestures to communicate pathos. In designing the purpose of the sermon,
an emotional experience is not the single goal of the preaching event, but rather the
catalyst for a congregation's response to the message. When a church favors pathos, it is
more inclined to "adopt ideas because of the emotional associations we have with those
ideas."

The experience of a message is inseparable from the purpose of a sermon

within this category.
The danger of pathos is related to its strength, which is the profound influence of
emotional content. Pathos is "open to blatant manipulation"37 and such responsibility
34

Cheryl Sanders, "Preaching with Passion," in Power in the Pulpit: How America's
Most Effective Preachers Prepare Their Sermon, ed. Cleophus J. LaRue (Louisville:
Westminster John Knox Press, 2002), 119.
i f

«

William C. Turner, Jr., "The Musicality of Black Preaching: Performing the
Word," in Performance in Preaching: Bringing the Sermon to Life, ed. Jana Childers, and
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should not be addressed lightly. As Marguerite Shuster writes, "The proper question,
then, is not whether means are used, but whether the means have integrity and are
TO

suitable to the ends."

Sermons should not manipulate feelings in order to simply please

the church or justify the preacher. Careful attention to the use of emotional content is
required, relating it to the latent emotions in a pericope or in a sermon's purpose.
Scripture contains emotional content that can govern the feelings that are stirred by
proclamation.
When a listener prefers pathos, he connects distinctly with the logos and ethos of
a sermon. Pathos enables logos to function at its full potential for this type of listener. In
TQ

4

the preaching event, pathos signals to the listener to "pay attention to an idea," while
also forging a connection with the concept that is memorable. Conviction leverages the
message, so that a listener can identify with its perspective. Logos also helps church
members understand their feelings by naming them, explaining how joy, lament, and
conviction all relate to the gospel of Christ. When a listener experiences ambiguity, as a
result of the unknowable, extensive truth of God, pathos enables a congregation to live
with such uncertainty, continuing forward in faith.
In connecting with ethos, this type of listener perceives "relationships through the
experience of feelings."40 Within the preaching event, the emotions exhibited by the
preacher influence how the sermon is heard, and how the listener relates back to the
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speaker. A preacher's character will be judged by the pathos invoked in the listener. The
influence of pathos also impacts the listener's general relationships, including her
relationship with God and with one's neighbor. When a preacher is able to highlight the
emotional aspects of these relationships, the church member is able to better engage a
sermon's message.
Ethos in Preaching
The "language" of ethos includes the impact of the preacher's character as well as
a theological construction of relationships, as the preaching event speaks relationally of
God and the mission of God. First, the ethics and personality of a preacher are a primary
concern for a listener who favors ethos. Character is woven into sermons, as "preaching
is to some extent self-disclosure by the preacher."41 A pulpit should be free of "human
artifice,"4 avoiding any inadvertent disrespect of the listener, plagiarism in sermons, and
conduct that diminishes pastoral authority. For the listener who connects through ethos, a
preacher also "needs to know how to be human,"43 showing vulnerability and developing
personal relationships with church members. In addition to the preacher's character,
sermon content about relationships also speaks to this type of listener. The "turn toward
relationality"44 in this category highlights a concern for building community, serving
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others, and cultivating a spiritual relationship with God. A sermon can "name barriers to
relationships and show how the listeners can become a community"45 in order to build a
theological foundation for relating to others.
As opposed to the classical understanding of ethos, an internal and external ethos
emerges in homiletics. The congregation will assess the external ethos of a preacher's
character as it exists "outside of the actual text and delivery of the sermon;"46 whereas,
internal ethos is developed by fostering a credible persona within the preaching event.
Integrity within a pastor's interactions with others dictates external ethos, while internal
ethos is created through word choice, tone, style, body language, and personal
illustrations in sermons. One question raised in terms of ethos is whether new technology
that uses a video or a hologram of the preacher is beneficial or hurtful to the preaching
event. In referring to a hologram image of the preaching event at a satellite church
campus, Ed Young, pastor of Fellowship Church in Dallas, Texas, says, "It's so real that
people have come up after the service to see me,"47 but what type of ethos does this
absence communicate? What happens when the preacher cannot see or hear the reaction
of the congregation?
Both internal and external aspects of ethos can cultivate trust, enabling the listener
to connect with the message, which is inseparable from the messenger. As Gardner
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Taylor explains, the preacher is to be a "man of their own coasts,"48 (Ezek 33.2) or a
watchman that is "not an alien among those to whom he or she speaks the word of
God."49 The credibility of a sermon hinges on the rectitude of the preacher and his ability
to create genuine relationships within the congregation through the pulpit and outside of
it as well. When this type of listener feels close to the preacher, he will engage fully the
message of a sermon.
A sermon will also connect with this type of listener when it invites the
congregation to embody respect, integrity, and compassion as it interacts with others,
especially if the preacher exemplifies similar qualities. Essentially, the preacher has the
"responsibility to model the way."50 A minister should not be acclaimed for her
character, for it is a responsibility and not an honor, as "giving oneself to God in
preaching means dying to self to live for God."51 The minister should diligently resist
any pious, unhealthy view of sacrifice, restricting it to the humble service of God and of
others. As a preacher's character reflects service, a positive ethos is cultivated.
A listener that prefers ethos hears logos and pathos through the "language" of
relationships. When a church member has a positive view of the preacher's character
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because of his external ethos, the logos of the sermon is strengthened. Through internal
ethos, logos is communicated by using personal experiences and illustrations in the
preaching event. Sensitivity to congregational culture, as the ethos of the church, is
another manner in which the preacher can enhance internal ethos, respecting the listener
by using language and examples that are indigenous to the congregation. In particular
circumstances, ethos is crucial, as when a particular message might be disconcerting to
the listener. A trusting relationship between the preacher and the church can preserve
effective communication.
An ethos listener connects with pathos when emotions are expressed relationally,
either as an impetus for creating relationships or modifying them. Feelings are invoked
in this type of listener based on how the preacher is personally invested in worship and on
the relational content of the sermon. Specifically, pathos is "not only an internal feeling
for this listener but a source of power for expressing relationship with others,"52 so
emotions are not constructive by themselves until they are placed within the framework
of interacting with others. For instance, compassion appeals to this listener as it is shown
between people, building conviction for ministry and encouraging its expression in
ordinary relationships. A preacher must also recognize how pathos functions within the
culture of a congregation, so as to foster an emotional ethos in the preaching event that
reflects the ethos of the church.
By knowing the preferences of the listeners, the preacher can cultivate
connections between the sermon and a congregation through its preferred rhetorical

Allen, Hearing a Sermon, 40.

"language." Intentionally using the rhetorical categories will not give the preacher
"control over what happens in the mind, heart, and will of the congregation,"53 but the
potential of the sermon will be heightened. A preacher can utilize these broader
definitions of logos, pathos, and ethos to bridge the distance between the Word of God
and the listener, the pulpit and the pew. Each definition lends itself to the formative role
of preaching, while also capturing the message of the kingdom of God. Theologically,
the rhetorical categories are faithful vehicles for the Word of God and a malleable
medium for oral proclamation.

Ibid., 134.

CHAPTER 2
PREACHING THE "WORD BECAME FLESH"
In considering how a congregation connects to sermons, the inherent question is
how does the Word of God come alive during the event of proclamation in the context of
a particular church? The purpose of the sermon is to "enable the Word of God to happen
again for the preacher and the congregation,"1 so the paradigm for preaching is the
incarnation of Jesus the Christ. Through the incarnation, the Word of God became
uniquely tangible in the message, passion, and will of Jesus, as the gospel of John
proclaims, "the Word became flesh and lived among us, and we have seen his glory, the
glory as of a father's only son, full of grace and truth" (John 1.14). The preaching event
is to embody the logos, pathos, and ethos of the "Word became flesh" (John 1.14).
The Incarnation in Preaching and Listening
In preaching, the incarnation of the Word of God happens again through the ears
of the congregation, as the church listens to embody the "Word became flesh" (John
1.14), becoming the body of Christ. The apostle Paul writes in his letter to the Romans,
"So faith comes from what is heard, and what is heard comes through the word of Christ"
(Rom 10.17). The primary focus of proclamation is the listening church, as the "goal is
1
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not to get something said but to get something heard."3 Such an approach is not purely
utilitarian, but rooted in the process of incarnation. The words of scripture, the
preacher's words, and the listening church all contribute to the process of the Word
becoming flesh, and each of these components are related to the function of the rhetorical
categories in proclamation. Logos, pathos, and ethos are reflected in scripture, captured
by the preacher's words, and foster connections with the listeners.
An admitted danger in focusing on the hearers is overemphasizing the preacher's
words as opposed to the words of scripture in order to gain a church's attention. Haddon
Robinson argues, "Those in the pulpit face the pressing temptation to deliver some
message other than that of the Scriptures . . . [proclaiming] anything in a stained-glass
voice."4 The apostle Paul warns against this temptation in 1 Corinthians 2, "When I
came to you, brothers and sisters, I did not come proclaiming the mystery of God to you
in lofty words or wisdom. For I decided to know nothing among you except Jesus Christ,
and him crucified" (1 Cor 2.1-2). Impressive and eloquent words can distract from the
message of a sermon as much as they can strengthen it by drawing attention away from
the Word of God. Despite this warning, the listening church is foremost because the
"journey of biblical interpretation begins at home, with attention to the immediate
contemporary environment in which the biblical text is encountered."5 Favoring the
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preacher's words is dangerous, but ignoring a church's context when interpreting
scripture is just as perilous.
The incarnation of Jesus Christ is echoed in the complicated process of the Word
becoming flesh, or the divine Word of God taking on human shape in the words of the
preacher as well as in the identity of a church. The rhetorical categories require the
preacher to become sensitive to how people listen, which reflects the contextual nature of
the incarnation, as the Word becomes flesh in a specific time and place, for it is
"textualized (shaped in language) in different ways in different communities of
discourse."6 The particularities of a sermon are its strength since the "gospel can engage
a community most intensively when it comes to expression in the language of the local
community."7 If the Word of God is not embodied by the preacher in a "language" that
can be heard by a church, a sermon cannot be embodied by a congregation.
The Sound of the Word of God
The rhetorical categories are faithful tools in fulfilling the intentions of scripture,
as they breathe life into the Word of God through sound. The Word of God has a logos,
pathos, and ethos that can forge connections with a church, projecting its intrinsic
"sound" for a congregation to hear. Scripture presumes a listener because
"Communication is not a second and optional field subordinate to Bible or theology or
church history or parish administration. Christianity, whether in broad perspective or in
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narrow assignment, is communication."8 Scripture anticipates oral proclamation. If the
Word of God presumes a listener then the preacher listens for how its message could be
said to a congregation, as William Willimon argues, "Biblical preachers care about
congregational reaction to preaching because they are biblical preachers."9 Not only
does the task of homiletics invite the preacher to speak so that a church can hear, it is
mandated by the inherent nature of the text, as Deuteronomy 6.4 states, "Hear, O Israel:
The Lord is our God, the Lord alone."10 The preaching event strives to capture the
"sound" of the Word of God through the rhetorical categories.
Scripture has a sound as the "Word became flesh"11 (John 1.14). The Word of
God in scripture is "a stilled word waiting to be spoken,"12 so the act of proclamation
harnesses the original form of scripture as oral discourse: "Before it became a written
word, the proclaimed word was first an oral tradition."13 Instead of reading scripture
solely for a one-dimensional message, listening for the "sound" of the Word of God
reveals texture, emotion, and personality. Logos, pathos, and ethos capture the "sound"
of the Word of God as part of the process of incarnation, returning scripture to oral
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communication, as it is a "frozen record of oral discourse."14 Envisioning the listening
church while reading scripture includes an essential conversational partner in seeking its
multi-dimensional message.
Without inclining one's ear to the "sound" of the Word of God, the distance
between the pulpit and the pew remains insurmountable. The Word of God can resist
proclamation when it is read flatly, remaining words on a page instead of becoming the
language, emotion, and will of the listening church. If the job of literature is to "turn
blood into ink"15 then the task of the preacher is just the opposite, to turn ink into blood,
as the Word becomes flesh in the congregation. Similar to musical notes on sheet music,
the Word of God is simply words on a page waiting to become embodied sound. Logos,
pathos, and ethos serve as the "language" for translating the Word of God into the sound
of proclamation.
The preacher listens for the "sound" of the Word of God through biblical
hermeneutics, interpreting all scripture through the "sound" of the "Word became flesh"
(John 1.14). Stephen Webb explains, "Christ is the speech of God, accommodated to our
needs, and the theologian is foremost a rhetor, inspiring others to listen anew to the
divine words of a God who stoops to speak."16 Whenever the preacher hears the logos,
pathos, and ethos of Jesus Christ in scripture, the "sound" of the Word of God emerges.
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Once the preacher hears the "Word became flesh" (John 11.4), she can begin to create
connections with the congregation through the rhetorical categories.
The Logos, Pathos, and Ethos of the Word of God
The preacher must listen to scripture as if it were a "living voice in the church."17
Robert Jacks describes this type of biblical interpretation, "Consider the many things that
happen inside our heads when we read Scripture silently to ourselves. Thoughts come to
life. Feelings emerge. Stories take on the flesh and blood of their characters, the setting
appears in vivid color, the action moves along with varied pacing and pauses and changes
of scene."

Reading the text without this broad perspective makes a sermon anemic.

Since "faith comes from what is heard," (Rom 10.17) the preacher must first listen deeply
for the message, passion, and character of God, which captures people's imaginations,
emotions, and wills. As logos, pathos, and ethos are embedded in scripture, each
category has unique qualities in the text, while also overlapping with one another, which
is evident in the spoken word.
Logos of the Word of God
Logos, or the "Word became flesh" (John 1.14), is distinctly separate from the
rhetorical category of logos, as the incarnation of Jesus Christ differs from the Word of
God in the preaching event, but certainly, the two are also interrelated. The preacher
listens for evidence of Logos in each text, as "God's word is not only the Holy
Scriptures—the biblical canon—but also the Word of God: Jesus of Nazareth, the Risen
17
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One, the Christ, holy revelation, presence of God, source of redemption."19 A pericope
communicates elements of the "Word became flesh" (John 1.14) through a specific,
limited logos that is evident in a sermon in the same manner that a piece of a puzzle
points to the edges of the pieces around it, yet it does not contain the whole picture. In
each passage, logos can alter a church's perception of reality, helping a "congregation
move toward a Christian interpretation of the world,"20 which is heard clearest in the life
of Jesus the Christ.
In listening for the logos of the Word of God, the preacher participates in "the
Church seeking to make clear to itself what its message is."

Each text communicates

logos differently, as scripture may describe an event in the history of Israel, provide
personal reflection in a psalm, or give specific instruction to the church in an epistle.
Logos emerges in the cognitive ideas and images that cast a vision of the kingdom of
God, or the Creator, Redeemer, and Sustainer. The tradition of the Christian faith has "its
own set of images, and while they are not free from corruption or contradiction (Did
Christ come to bring peace or a sword? Is God a hanging judge or a forgiving father?),
still they offer us a particular perspective on our lives that is different from those offered
us by Madison Avenue, Wall Street, or Hollywood."22 These images are heard in the
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logos of the Word of God. Knowing that God spoke through the silence to Elijah,
hearing the psalmist say, "O Lord, you have searched me and known me" (Psalm 139.1),
or listening to Jesus cry out in agony on the cross creates an image of God and an
understanding of God's desires for creation.
Envisioning an alternative Christian understanding of the world requires
imagination, as does relating to the biblical text while reading it in the contemporary
context. Richard Lischer writes,
Imagination is an activity of thinking as that thinking is influenced by the realities
of living and the exigencies of communication. It always involves a crossover
from one realm of life to another or from one world of discourse to another, so
that one dimension is seen in terms of another and with such clarity as to possess
a revelatory quality.
Picturing the events of a text, recreating the dialogue of a story, or constructing the
historical context of a passage assists the preacher in clarifying the logos of a pericope.
Answering questions such as "What happened?" and "Who was involved?" require
imagination in biblical interpretation and in oral proclamation. Scripture invites the
church to re-envision the world as God created it, intended it, and is redeeming it, so that
the church can participate in its salvation through the Spirit of God.
Without knowing the logos of scripture, the church cannot embody the Word of
God as the body of Christ. Logos is essential for how "the church 'talks to itself at
worship," defining its message and determining its identity. If logos is ignored, a
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sermon is reduced to the "community listening to itself and projecting its own image."
Gail R. O'Day writes, "Instead of continuing to interpret the gospel story through the
language and categories of the world, the church must now interpret the world through
the language and categories of the gospel."

The historical facts, proverbial sayings,

hopeful exhortations, theological constructions, crafted stories, and interactive dialogue
in scripture convey essential information and images for hearing the Word of God.
Pathos of the Word of God
The Word of God is heard the clearest in the incarnation of Jesus the Christ, and
the passion of God is unmistakable in the passion of Christ. In the gospel of Luke, a
97

voice from a cloud says, "This is my Son, my chosen; listen to him!" (Luke 9.35).
Listening to the life of Jesus uncovers the varied emotions in his ministry, the stark pain
of the cross, and the joy of the resurrection. Throughout scripture, the passion of the
Word of God, as it resonates with the passion of Christ, is included in the emotional
content of the text. This content is found behind, within, and in front of the text. These
dimensions of the emotional content are held together by the words of scripture, which
incorporate the author's experience behind the text, the dynamics within the text, and the
reader's experience in front of the text. The words reveal latent emotions behind, within,
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and in front of scripture because "Language precedes human experience and gives rise to
it."28 Listening for pathos is multi-dimensional and requires self-reflection.
Scripture is not indifferent, as N. T. Wright describes, "God's 'word,' the word by
which all things are made, will go out once more to make all things new."29 Since at the
heart of the Word of God is the redemption of creation, passion is not a byproduct, but
rather an essential element in the "Word became flesh" (John 1.14). Passion emerges in
God's desire to repair the brokenness of the world and to redeem humanity's sinfulness.
Initially, an experience of the living Word of God gave rise to scripture, and it can be
experienced again in the text through oral proclamation.
The Word of God cannot be separated from human experience, whether it is
revealed in the life of Jesus or whether it is experienced in engaging the living God or in
loving one's neighbor. These types of experiences are woven into scripture, and they
convey the Word of God through passionate words and actions. Listening for pathos
reclaims the emotional content that can be ignored, as Gardner Taylor argues, "There is
not only an abysmal intellectual ignorance of the Bible but a terrible emotional ignorance
of the Bible—so much so that we do not get into the Bible as we should."

When

Miriam danced with jubilee after receiving freedom, when Job cried out to God in agony,
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or when Peter hung his head in shame for denying Jesus, the pathos of scripture was
revealed in people's experiences of the Word of God that both comforts and convicts.
The process of incarnation demands that the preacher experience the Word of God
in order to hear its pathos. This human experience is integral, whether the preacher is
listening for himself or on behalf of the church, because flesh and blood is always part of
the incarnation. When scripture presumes a listener, it anticipates the full humanity of
each reader. Lucy Lind Hogan explains, "Denial of our full humanity employed as
preachers would leave us with a kind of docetic homiletics, one in which our humanity is
not fully engaged."31 Without pathos, the Word of God is quarantined from the everyday
life of a congregation. Reading scripture must be sensitive to the reader's emotional
response, as Barbara Brown Taylor writes, "It is a process of discovery, in which I run
the charged rod of God's word over the body of my experience and wait to see where the
sparks will fly." As much as humanity cannot fully trust its emotions, it cannot ignore
them either in listening to the Word of God.
The preacher's experience is essential for the congregation to experience the
pathos of scripture, as Henry Mitchell asks, "How can the hearers be moved if the
preacher is not?"33 For example, the preacher cannot simply describe what happened
when Lazarus died and Jesus wept; she has to experience it as well and then embody its
pathos. Ordinary emotions invite the congregation to hear the pathos of the Word of
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God, communicating to them about the "real lives in which they experience meaning,
meaning that is felt as well as thought and intuited as well as perceived."34 When the
preaching event is infused with pathos, it is not just spoken but performed, embodied in
the pulpit so that it can come to life in the words, the emotions, and the actions of the
listeners.
Ethos of the Word of God
The preacher must never forget that behind the logos and pathos of the "Word
became flesh" (John 11.4) is a living, relational God, as the book of Deuteronomy states,
"Hear, O Israel: The Lord is our God, the Lord alone"35 (Deut 6.4). Preachers are
listening not just for information or for emotional content, but for how God speaks and
interacts with creation, revealing God's character. The ethos of the "Word became flesh"
(John 1.14) echoes the character of the Divine, which is mysterious and partly hidden, but
also revealed in the Word of God. Scripture recalls how God has related to humanity
throughout history, and it is also through scripture that God continues to relate to
humanity. A preacher is capable of abandoning the character of God in proclaiming the
Word of God, as Mike Graves indicts homiletics, "In a word, theology is the matter! In
so much of our preaching, we have lost sight of where to aim our telescopes, namely,
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heavenward, toward the primacy of God in our preaching."3 The ethos of the Word of
God instills the ethos of the living God into the preaching event.
'in

Since preaching is a type of conversation "between God and God's people,"
ethos focuses on strengthening that relationship, individually and corporately. Not only
is God's character revealed in scripture, so is the true identity of humanity as created by
God and bearing the image of God. The preacher must ask, "What are we compelled to
do in response to the identity of God?" The gospel of John states, "My sheep hear my
voice. I know them, and they follow me"38 (John 10.27). In responding to the voice of
the "Word became flesh" (John 1.14), people should embody the image of God instilled
within them. Paul Scott Wilson describes this dynamic, "Something should happen in
preaching that reflects the relationship it affects. God initiates relationship and restores
identity through preaching."39 Proclamation should call forth a relationship with the
living God that invites transformation, or the incarnation of the Word of God.
The ethos of God is also inseparable from the mission of the Church, for they are
bound together by the embedded image of God within humanity, fostering life-giving
relationships between people that emanate that holy image. The ethos of the Word of
God reorients how people relate to one another, which is why the preacher should never
36
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forsake the formation of people for the persuasion of individuals.40 The birth of the
Church, as a people committed to the mission of God and who reflect God's image,
echoes the "sound" of the Word of God. The "sound" of the Church is heard in the book
of Acts by "people speaking in the native language of each" (Acts 2.6), symbolizing
wholeness in community. Even if scripture never explicitly stated to serve others, or to
"Go and do likewise" (Luke 10.37), the ethos of the "Word became flesh" (John 1.14)
would lead the Church to relate to the world as God does.
In proclaiming the "Word became flesh" (John 1.14), the rhetorical categories,
which capture the "sound" of the Word of God, are reflected in the connections fostered
between the sermon and the congregation. The preacher can use logos, pathos, and ethos,
as they are embedded in the text, to connect with the listening preferences of the church.
Each scriptural passage hints at which category is best suited for conveying its message,
but the text does not dictate this choice, for the preacher must also consider the
congregation.
Rhetoric and the Word of God
Despite evidence of the rhetorical categories in scripture, tension has historically
existed over whether rhetoric should be used to the advantage of homiletics. The
suspicions about rhetoric in preaching are related to the mystery of the incarnation of the
Word of God. How can ordinary language communicate the "Word became flesh" (John
1.14)? Karl Barth, who is historically the chief critic of rhetoric in homiletics, writes,
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If revelation is to be taken seriously as the revelation of God, and not just as an
emphatic expression for a discovery which man has made in himself or in his
cosmos by his own powers, then in any doctrine of revelation we must deal
expressly with the point that constitutes the mystery of revelation, the startingpoint of all thought and language about it.
In this delineation, revelation can only be given by Divine disclosure, which discounts
human words as having any bearing on the actions of God. In clarifying the theology of
Karl Barth, William Willimon writes, "We know Christ, not by some independent human
means, but rather by divine gift."42 Subsequently, humanity is unable to participate in the
revelation of God, even in the preaching event.
The argument against using rhetoric dismisses the rhetorical categories as a
human device and unable to reveal the "Word became flesh" (John 1.14). In this
theological approach, preaching can yield revelation, but only separate from human
intentions, as argued by Barth, "God speaks: there is no question of the preacher
revealing anything or of a revelation being conveyed through him."43 When the words of
the preacher are dissected from the spoken Word of God, rhetoric is rendered lifeless and
uninvolved in the formation of the church.
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With heightened fear over diminishing the mystery of the "Word became flesh"
(John 1.14), or rendering it "transformed into a non-mystery,"44 the argument against
using rhetoric appropriates incorrectly the nature of the incarnation, as noted by Paul
Scott Wilson,
Furthermore, God never intended the Word to be handled with sterile gloves, kept
free from contact with anything human. If this had been the intention, Christ
would not have come among us in human form. We may hope to be translucent,
allowing God's light to shine through our words and actions. But we can never be
transparent, as though we do not speak from our humanity. God alone makes
perfect the communication of the Word, in the heart and soul of the willing
hearer. In this process, God uses who we are in all our humanity to bear the
Word.45
The incarnation compels the preacher to utilize the rhetorical categories in speaking a
"language" that a church can hear without fear of infidelity to the Word of God.
Although, the preacher should not fall prey to the temptation to simply "give the people
what they want;"46 a sermon should neither cower under the suspicions of rhetoric.
Trends in Homiletics
One reason for the conflict between homiletics and rhetoric is how the rhetorical
categories have been integrated into the preaching event throughout history, depending
on the evolving trends in preaching. A significant demarcation can be drawn between
previous generations and the New Homiletics, which emerged about forty years ago.
Previously, preachers overemphasized the content of a sermon, or what is said; whereas,
the new homiletics focused on how the sermon is said. Richard Eslinger writes, "The
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prior era in preaching was beholden to a deductive methodology that has held sway for
centuries, having its origins in Aristotle. The method derives its name from an internal
movement and logic; beginning with a general truth, its goal is to lead to specific
applications for a particular situation."47 This deductive approach focused more on what
is said, and consequently, overemphasized logos as opposed to the other categories.
Two voices that advocate loudly for deductive preaching and the use of rhetoric
are Augustine and John Broadus. In arguing for the value of rhetoric in homiletics, these
preachers are without equal, but their appropriation of the rhetorical categories is
unbalanced, demoting pathos and ethos to logos. When logos is used to define the
methodology of homiletics, the goal of preaching is reduced to promoting propositional
truths and rational arguments through persuasion. Augustine was explicit that preaching
should convince listeners to accept truths and then to apply them, as he wrote, "It is
necessary therefore for the ecclesiastical orator, when he urges that something be done,
not only to teach that he may instruct and to please that he may hold attention, but also to
persuade that he may be victorious."

Even though Augustine discussed how a message

should be conveyed, including teaching, delighting, and swaying, the ultimate emphasis
was on logos, or persuading listeners to agree with the propositional truth of the sermon.
If the goal of preaching is to convert listeners to Christianity then the logos of a
sermon needs to create a persuasive argument for belief, as John Broadus urged the
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preacher to "develop and discipline his powers in respect to argument,"49 but this
approach limits the purpose of preaching to conveying logos. Even when integrating a
sermon's message into everyday life, Broadus writes, "But the chief part of what we
commonly call application is persuasion."50 Preaching, though, is not always converting
the unbeliever, but rather converting the converted, as the church becomes the body of
Christ. Persuasion must not be limited to creating a rational argument, relying solely on
logos; it should participate in the formation of the church, which requires each rhetorical
category.
The New Homiletics shifted the emphasis from the content of the sermon to an
overall engagement of the preaching event. In these new trends, preachers have strived to
craft an experience of the Word of God, and they have developed a range of sermon
forms that produce elements of curiosity, anticipation, and points of view that integrate
pathos and ethos into preaching. The inductive, episodic form of Fred Craddock, the
homiletical loop of Eugene Lowry, and the moves of David Buttrick generate an
experience of the sermon that communicates pathos. The confessional preaching of John
Claypool, the testimonial approach of Anna Carter Florence, and the performance studies
of Charles Bartow cultivate ethos in preaching. These trends expose the rhetorical
qualities in various homiletical approaches, which as a whole, they contribute to a wide
use of logos, pathos, and ethos in preaching.
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Preaching as Ordinary, Sacred Language
Even though suspicions have emerged over the ethical and theological
implications of rhetoric, language is the primary tool of the preaching event, and the
rhetorical categories are useful devices of communication and faithful to the intentions of
the Word of God. Carefully using words is vital in homiletics, especially since, "Our
words form us whether or not we pay attention to how they are doing so."5 The Word of
God intends to form the church into the body of Christ, and the art of rhetoric recognizes,
"Words impose knowledge on us—they create a reality for us."

Language functions as

a fulcrum for the Word of God.
The human voice and words are ideal vehicles for the "sound" of the Word of
God, for they are incarnational. The incarnation is captured by the dimensions of logos,
pathos, and ethos, which can be conveyed by the human voice, as Richard Lischer argues,
"The living voice, with its capacity for variation in pitch, rate, and force, makes possible
a level of clarity unknown to written forms of communication."53 The additional clarity
emerges in the various dynamics of the rhetorical categories as they create "sound"
beyond the limits of printed words on a page. Reticence about humanity's ability to
reveal the Divine based on its flesh and blood should be dismissed, for "Human flesh can
be filled with the sound of God because God speaks through the incarnated Son."
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While suspicions may still loom over using rhetoric in homiletics, the logos, pathos, and
ethos of the spoken word can echo the incarnation of the Word of God.
While not ignorant of such suspicions, the preacher should boldly employ the
rhetorical categories, capturing the "sound" of the Word of God in order to connect with
the listening church. Admittedly, the rhetorical categories inherently lack Christian
content. The tension between rhetoric and the Word of God is the same conflict between
the secular and the sacred, but this friction is also found in the incarnation, where the
human and the Divine are intertwined. The spiritual discipline of preaching is designed
to create a sound that projects the "sound" of the Word of God. The ordinary language of
logos, pathos, and ethos can be filled with the sacred "sound" of the "Word became
flesh" (John 1.14), even though they are secular devices.
The Sound of the Body of Christ
When the "sound" of the "Word became flesh" (John 1.14) is heard through the
logos, pathos, and ethos of the Word of God, the church has the opportunity to echo that
sound back to God, as the body of Christ. Proclamation of the Word of God anticipates
embodiment because "Christianity did not emerge when someone arrived with a sacred
book. Rather, it emerged in response to preaching the news of Jesus, which included a
new way of reading the Scripture of the synagogue."55 This call and response dynamic of
the "Word became flesh" (John 1.14) is why context is crucial in forging connections
with a congregation. Ignoring the contextual particularities of a church is an impediment
to the preaching event because they are integral in the process of incarnation. Charles
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Bartow writes, "To accommodate one's preaching to one's congregants therefore is not a
betrayal of the gospel. It is instead a mark of fidelity to the gospel."56 Faithful preaching
ends with the potential of the listening church striving to embody the Word of God.
The "sound" of the church is heard in its logos, pathos, and ethos, which should
be in harmony with the message, passion, and will of Jesus Christ. The body of Christ is
"more like an echo than a mirror"57 of the image of God, for the "mark of God's Image is
answerability."58 The "sound" of the Word of God redeems as well as forms the "sound"
of the body of Christ, enabling the church to become the "Word became flesh" (John
1.14). Mystery is always a part of the process of incarnation, as Rob Bell writes,
"There's a mystery to a man or a woman in a room, when the text has done something in
them and then it's coming out of them."59 In the midst of this mystery, the pulpit projects
the "sound" of the Word of God with a voice that can be heard by the church, so that its
tone, pitch, and texture can be spoken and sung, shouted and whispered, proclaimed and
prayed by the congregation.
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CHAPTER 3
SIX SERMONS IN THREE DIFFERENT "LANGUAGES"
On Sunday, May 30, 2010,1 began to solicit responses from Vineville Baptist
Church in Macon, Georgia, about each sermon after worship. The surveys spanned six
weeks as I preached consecutive messages that contained various emphases on logos,
pathos, and ethos. Over the course of six weeks, two sermons stressed each category.
Each sermon strived to focus on one particular category, although, each message
contained elements from all of the rhetorical categories. For instance, when a church
member is asked to imagine the world from a Christian perspective using logos, the
sermon will still have pathos, or emotional content, especially when viewing the world
through the love of God. Stressing the characteristics from one category does not
necessarily ignore the other categories. The surveys intended to discover how the
congregation connects to sermons, depending on the rhetorical inclinations of the church.
At the end of six weeks, a total of 341 separate church members completed at
least one survey, with the total number varying from week to week, as seen in Table 1.
The select number of people who completed all six surveys is a minor group within the
church, and the size of that constituency depends on the question, as on random occasion
a respondent skipped an inquiry.1 Even though this group is small, the overall analysis

1

Each respondent selected a four-digit number known only to them that he or she
wrote on the survey each week, enabling each listener's surveys to be group together.
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along with specific data from this select group provides an insightful assessment of the
rhetorical preferences of Vineville Baptist Church. The surveys were completed and
collected immediately after each worship service, so each sermon's impact was fresh.

Table 1. Surveys Completed by Church Members
Survey
Respondents
Sermon
Emphasis

Weekl
179

Week 2
179

Week 3
118

Week 4
120

Week 5
135

Week 6
81

Logos

Ethos

Pathos

Ethos

Pathos

Logos

Total
341

Six Different Sermons
In order to discuss the statistical data in context, a brief description of each
sermon is necessary. The first logos sermon in week one, A Picture of Trust, is based on
Psalm 8 and explains the construction of the Trinity, as a commentary on the mystery of
humanity, which is created in the image of God. The purpose of this preaching event is
to explain the correlation between the relationships within the Trinity, or the bond
between the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, with people's relationships with one another, as
they should reflect the loving trustworthiness found in God. The logos sermon in week
six entitled Bound to Christ discusses how the church should use its freedom in Christ,
referencing Galatians 5.1, 13-25. The message occurred on July 4, so the explanation of
this freedom is compared to the justification for religious freedom, allowing each person
to approach God without coercion or hindrance, which is God's design for humanity.
The pathos sermon in week three, Third Gear Slips, focuses on Luke 7.36-8.3, the
story about the woman who washes Jesus' feet. The preaching event strives to convey
the emotions of the woman, emphasizing the compassionate love of God that enables her
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to approach Jesus without fear of rejection, which was not extended to her by the
surrounding crowd. The goal of the sermon is to provide an experience of compassion
that stirs the congregation in order to express mercy to others. On week five, the pathos
of the sermon is based on Luke 9.51-62 and Galatians 6.1-16, entitled Wherever You Go.
The message explores the passion of Christ as well as the passion of discipleship. The
preaching event lifts the veil over the unknown cost of discipleship in order to empower
the church to accept such a cost by the grace of God.
The ethos sermon on week two, For They Belong to Us, discusses 1 Kings 17.824, and affirms the importance of ministry to children within the congregation. The
image of "warm-body ministry" is used to describe Elijah's actions, and it is used as a
metaphor for creating intergenerational relationships, cultivating faith development in
children. On week four, the ethos sermon, Listen Closely, is from 1 Kings 19.1-15 and
describes how to listen for God's voice. One way to listen for God is to know the types
of statements that God may say by listening closely to the life of Jesus. The sermon
fosters spiritual formation through encouraging people to seek the voice of God.
General Rhetorical Preferences
The initial section of the survey entitled Preaching Questions examines general
inclinations about preaching, regardless of the type of sermon from the day. The
questions are the same each week, asking the congregation to rank a variety of sermon
qualities from each rhetorical category. These inquiries solicit the conscious preferences
of each listener when asked to describe a good sermon. A clear pattern emerged with the
2

Appendix C. For a delineation between which questions and answers correspond to
each rhetorical category, refer to Appendix D.
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majority of listeners ranking the categories: 1.) logos, 2.) ethos, and 3.) pathos. The
statistical analysis of the congregation's answers demonstrated a significant difference
between each category, as ranked by church members.3
When the listeners were asked to rank a list of three rhetorical qualities by
numbering them one through three in questions two through four, the church's
presuppositions are clear, as seen in Figure 1. A lower ranking indicates a higher
preference. In analyzing the answers from these combined questions and then comparing
the results from each week, the congregation's conscious disposition is obvious. Logos
was ranked on average from 1.67 to 1.86, ethos from 1.94 to 2.09, and pathos from 2.15
to 2.32, demonstrating the demarcation between the congregation's preferences. Even
though a slightly different representation of the church completed the survey each week,
the results were consistent and unambiguous in this analysis. In no week did this order of
the rhetorical categories shift, indicating a clear pattern. These inclinations indicate that
the listeners should favor sermons that stimulate the imagination and cognitive reflection
with the least amount of concern for the preacher engaging the congregation personally
or speaking about relationships.

"2

A significant difference in statistical analysis requires a p-value of less than .05;
otherwise, the difference between the data in question is unsubstantial, making any
argument based on the variance inconsequential. A p-value is defined as the probability
that the outcome is due to random chance and not due to an actual effect, so a smaller
p-value indicates a stronger result.
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Figure 1. Rhetorical Preferences: Questions 2-4

The answers that recurred most often were "sermons that address a person's
relationship with God," a high interest in "new perspectives on scripture," and "sermons
about difficult questions."4 Sermons that address a person's relationship with God are
characteristic of ethos, which ranged from 1.49 to 1.57 on a four-point scale, as shown on
Table 4 and Figure 9. The next two most frequent answers on questions two through four
over the six weeks were both oriented towards logos. In the preaching event, a
preference for "new perspectives on scripture" measured from 1.55 to 1.86, and a desire
for "sermons about difficult questions" ranked from 1.66 to 1.86, as seen in Table 4 and
Figure 9. Both of these qualities accentuate a cognitive, didactic approach to the text,
which characterizes logos.
The congregation also ranked a dozen assorted qualities of preaching by degree of
importance in question five, and the higher the score indicates a greater proclivity. In
4
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ranking how essential each characteristic is in preaching on a four-point scale, the church
demonstrated the same listening pattern again with a significant difference between the
results, as seen in Figure 2. Logos is primary, ranging from 3.4 to 3.51, then ethos is
secondary, ranking from 3.08 to 3.29, and finally pathos is tertiary, measuring from 2.88
to 3.00. The data is consistent in each week for the entire duration of the study.
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Figure 2. Rhetorical Preferences in Question 5: Whole Test Group

The attributes deemed most essential to preaching within the whole test group
from each week were "explains scripture clearly," fluctuating from 3.5 to 3.69, and the
"preacher is extremely prepared," varying from 3.59 to 3.69, as seen in Figure 10. These
two answers had the peak scores for every single week, and these attributes are
instrumental in the category of logos, valuing clarity and organization. Aside from week
six on the same chart, the least essential characteristics chosen on every week were
"offers personal examples," ranging from 2.58 to 3.01, and "tells touching stories,"
measuring from 2.63 to 2.81. These answers reflect ethos and pathos respectively.
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In addition to this overall analysis for the entire congregation, nine people
answered question five for six straight weeks, and they also reflected this listening
pattern, as displayed in Figure 3. A higher ranking indicates a higher preference: logos
measures from 3.56 to 3.69, ethos fluctuates from 3.11 to 3.31, and pathos varies from
2.72 to 3.06. Based on these results, the church is expected to connect deeply with
sermons that stress these qualities, yet the actual connections fostered by the six sermons
reveals an alternative listening pattern.
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Figure 3. Rhetorical Preferences in Question 5: Sample Group from Six Weeks
(Sample=9)

The consistency in the listeners' answers is due in part to the congregation
answering the same set of questions each week, but this does not completely explain the
results. The attendance each Sunday did vary, as evident in Table 1, which partly dispels
a simple explanation. Even though the congregation answered the same questions each
week, the conclusion is not that they blindly repeated their answers; rather, they had the
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opportunity to weigh carefully their preferences. The congregation's responses do not
represent quick, haphazard judgments, but answers over the course of weekly reflection.
Rhetorical Connections in the Sermons
The remaining section of the survey entitled Sermon Questions corresponds to the
preaching event from each week. These questions recurred identically, but the sermon
changed, emphasizing a different rhetorical category. This section pinpoints the
unconscious inclinations of the listeners, demonstrating how they actually connected to
the message. The unconscious listening pattern that emerged from the answers in this
section starkly contradicts the predilections from the first section. Listeners connected
with the sermons with the pattern: 1.) ethos, 2.) pathos, and 3.) logos. Over the course of
six weeks, this pattern was clearly dominant within the congregation.
In questions nine through eleven, the listeners were asked to what degree they
connected to the preaching event on a four-point scale from the vantage point of logos,
pathos, and ethos. In Figure 4, the data conveys the range of rhetorical connections that
were forged by each sermon with a clear, significant difference between the results.
Despite which category the preacher emphasized, the listeners engaged each sermon with
the pattern: 1.) ethos, 2.) pathos, and 3.) logos. Respondents favored primarily relating to
the preacher in the sermon and then preferred the message to stir their emotions, showing
the least amount of concern for hearing a fresh perspective on scripture. Interestingly, the
conscious bias of the congregation reflected a strong inclination towards "new
perspectives of scripture," "sermons about difficult questions," "explains scripture
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clearly," and the "preacher is extremely prepared;"5 whereas, unconsciously they favored
a discernable relationship with the preacher.
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Figure 4. Rhetorical Preferences: Questions 9-11

When asked to rank each sermon on a ten-point scale, the general average
vacillated from 7.49 to 8.34, as displayed on Table 5 and Figure 12, but statistically, there
was no significant difference between these results. Since the analysis shows no
significant difference, the range of averages cannot be used to determine if the church
favored a particular type of sermon throughout the six weeks. From a broad perspective,
the listeners ranked each sermon relatively high with little variation over the course of the
study, which argues for a common thread. The fifteenth question also strives to measure
the overall connection fostered by each sermon, using a four-point scale, but the analysis
showed no significant difference between the six weeks. The results from each week
measured from 3.05 to 3.44 in ranking the preaching event, as seen in Figure 13, and in a

5

Questions two, three, and five in Appendix D.
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sample group of twenty-two people that answered this question every week, the average
scores fluctuated from 3.27 to 3.55, which is displayed on Figure 14.
The trend of little discrepancy between each sermon's ranking along with overall
strong averages each week can be explained by the church's preference for ethos, arguing
that in each message the congregation could at least connect with the preacher. Even
though the analysis of these two questions does not reveal whether the church favored a
particular type of sermon, the data in Figure 4 indicates how these results might be
interpreted because of the inclination towards ethos. The listeners demonstrated
preferences for independent rhetorical qualities within each sermon, regardless of
whether or not the analysis identifies which overall type of sermon was favored. Despite
the type of sermon, the listeners engaged the preaching event first through ethos before
processing the logos or pathos of the message.
Within the sample group of twenty-one people that answered question seventeen
for the entire six weeks, the results are acutely complex. The statistical analysis
demonstrates relatively few significant differences between select sermons, as shown in
Table 2. The average ratings are generally too close to delineate between which sermons
were favored aside from a few specific cases. This sample group ranked the logos
sermon from week one higher than both the pathos sermon from week five and the logos
sermon from week six with a significanct difference in the results. They also favored the
ethos sermon from week two over the pathos sermon from week five, displaying another
significanct difference. The sermons from week three, four, five, and six were
considered statistically equal. This complicated analysis provides little further
clarification by itself, except to demonstrate that fostering connections with a
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congregation is not a simple, straightforward task. Select comparisons are helpful in
explaining other results in the study, which will be refered to throughout this research
project. The equality between the majority of the sermons does affirm the previous
results, where the church ranked all of the sermons relatively high.
Table 2. Average Sermon Rating in Question 17: Sample Group from Six Weeks
(Sample=21)
Survey
Ranking
Conclusions

Week 2 Week 3
Weekl
Ethos
Logos
Pathos
7.71
7.86
8.19
Week 1 < Week 5 & 6
Week 2 < Week 5
Week 3 = 4 = 5 = 6

Week 4
Ethos
8.10

Week 5
Pathos
8.62

Week 6
Logos
8.33

Questions twelve and sixteen ask church members to describe the intention of
each sermon, highlighting how the congregation connected with the preaching event by
revealing how the church processed its message. The wording of each question does not
correlate with any particular rhetorical category, but each answer represents these
categories. In each of these inquiries, the listening pattern reflects the emerging trend: 1.)
ethos, 2.) pathos, and 3.) logos, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
In answering question twelve, ethos is clearly dominant in Figure 5 with the
lowest average at 43.8% and the peak at 69.4% of the people defining the goal of the
sermon as fostering a "spiritual relationship with God."6 The distinction between pathos
and logos is less obvious in this chart, although, pathos demonstrates more consistency as
the secondary preference in four of the six weeks. The few answers that constituted "no

Question twelve in Appendix C.
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connection" inversely affirms the distinct inclination for ethos, exposing that the
congregation could have at least related to the preacher despite the message.
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Figure 5. Rhetorical Preferences: Question 12

The answers from question sixteen are less clear than the previous results in
question twelve. In describing each sermon, providing both positive and negative
answers that represent each rhetorical category, the listeners produced mixed results, as
evident in Figure 6. Ethos is still favored in the majority of the weeks, but this distinction
is not readily apparent over the course of the study. A discernable pattern for pathos or
logos is impossible to determine with any clarity. The greatest number of church
members chose positive answers overall, while a small percentage selected negative
responses. Within the negative answers, no inclination for any specific rhetorical
category was prevalent, so these answers as a whole might represent a basic dislike of the
sermon for that day.
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Figure 6. Rhetorical Preferences: Question 16
In questions thirteen and fourteen, the survey uses the vernacular of logos and
pathos in forming the inquiries, while providing answers from all of the categories,
judging whether the preference of the listener is more dominant than the wording of the
question. In the research from the "Listening to Listeners" project, respondents were
prone to answer open-ended interview questions from their favored category despite the
category intended by the question. Questions thirteen and fourteen are not open-ended,
allowing for any response, even though various answers from each category are provided.
In examining these questions, which asks how the preaching event made the listener
either think or feel, the wording of each inquiry seems to have influenced the answers, as
seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The results from these two questions diverge from the
predominant responses on the surveys, ranking logos as primary when asking how the
sermon made the listener think and favoring pathos when questioning whether the sermon
stirred feelings in the church member.
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In question thirteen when the congregation was asked what they thought about the
sermon, 28.2 % to 44.7% of the people chose "thought-provoking,"7 as displayed on
Figure 7. This exceeds the other categories in every week, except week two and three,
where ethos and pathos outscored logos respectively. For the results from question

Question thirteen in Appendix D.
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fourteen, Figure 8 reveals that the responses measured from 36% to 52.9% in selecting
"encouraged" as how the sermon made them feel, which was the only emotive option
available. This outscores logos and ethos in every other week. Since the inquiries were
not open-ended, the church was inadvertantly guided to certain answers. These results
diverge from the findings in the "Listening to Listeners" project, but in that study, the
respondents were not limited to restricted survey answers. The difference in the
rhetorical preferences that emerged from these survey answers is due to the structure of
the questions.
Summation
The analyzed data from the surveys demonstrates that a conscious listening
pattern exists at Vineville Baptist Church that is in contrast to the unconscious pattern, as
shown in responding to actual sermons. The conscious rhetorical preferences follow the
pattern: 1.) logos, 2.) ethos, and 3.) pathos. In comparison to these results, the actual
connections that were fostered by sermons illustrate an unconscious listening pattern: 1.)
ethos, 2.) pathos, and 3.) logos. This dynamic poses several questions that will be
addressed in the following chapter. The distinct unconscious pattern that emerges also
permits the researcher to further conjecture about what the congregation heard in the
preaching event, leading to a deeper understanding of how the rhetorical categories
function in sermons at Vineville Baptist Church. This further analysis relies upon the
quantitative data, but it also incorporates the qualitative responses from the surveys. The

Question fourteen in Appendix D.
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actual connections that were cultivated reveal that certain subjects contained unexpected
nuances of logos, pathos, and ethos.
Part of the limitation of this analysis is rooted in the brevity of the survey,
providing only a small snapshot of the church's reaction to six sermons. In addition, due
to confusion over the structure of several questions, certain answers could not be used.
Along with question six in the general section of the survey, the responses from questions
seven and eight in the latter section are inconclusive because the researcher cannot
determine accurately which church members understood the structure of these questions
and which ones did not. Overall, the methodology of the survey was straightforward,
yielding sound data and credible results for analysis.

9

Questions six through eight in Appendix C. When asked to either strongly agree
with the statement on the left side of the inquiry or to strongly agree with the statement
on the right in questions six through eight, the respondents were confused about how to
answer, trying to respond to each statement separately. The questions could have been
improved by using a graduated numeric scale that increased from the center outward in
both directions towards each statement or by separating the statements altogether.

CHAPTER 4
WHAT DID THE CONGREGATION HEAR?
The results from the surveys reveal a striking complexity for interpreting the
listening pattern at Vineville Baptist Church. A background of multifaceted, contextual
dynamics attributes to this phenomenon, including the church's history and its
congregational culture, but there are also reasons that are relevant to other churches as
well. First, every rhetorical category is valued by each listener, and people are not
accustomed to discerning between them, so survey responses require careful
interpretation by the researcher. A church member might favor one category, but still
rely on all of them without conscious discretion. The rhetorical categories also overlap
and interact with each other during the preaching event. This creates an interchange
among logos, pathos, and ethos that resists separating them clearly from one another.
Finally, even though the categories have universal appeal, every congregation will have a
nuanced, distinctive understanding of what language, content, and demeanor constitutes
logos, pathos, or ethos. Essential in listening to how a congregation listens is paying
attention to the refined meanings in what a congregation hears.
Interpreting the Listening Pattern
Vineville Baptist Church consciously chose: 1.) logos, 2.) ethos, and 3.) pathos as
its pattern for engaging preaching; but in its responses to the series of sermons, its pattern
was revealed: 1.) ethos, 2.) pathos, and 3.) logos. The congregation is a mature, seasoned
58
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assembly of church members, who have spent their entire lives attending worship
services, which may explain their conscious inclinations. The esteemed qualities of
preaching within the Baptist tradition of this church are chiefly associated with logos.
The congregation is a theologically moderate church with a historic relationship to a
prominent Baptist university, and it has always employed preachers with a higher
education oriented towards logos. Each church will vary depending on its tradition, as in
the African-American pulpit, for example, where pathos garners more attention.
In the tradition of this church, preachers and church members have been taught to
learn about the Bible, to develop a cognitive understanding of God, and to explain the
doctrines of Christianity. Primarily in the Protestant tradition, where the Word of God is
foremost, as opposed to elements of mystery, ritual, and sacrament; churches have
learned to value consciously logos in the preaching event, but this ignores the validity of
pathos and ethos. Anna Carter Florence disputes, "Good preaching explains, so this
thinking goes. Maybe that is what's wrong with preaching today—too much
explanation."1 The conscious listening pattern of Vineville Baptist Church reflects the
importance of explanation, while the unconscious pattern affirms that more is required.
The conclusion to such a dilemma is not to dismiss either pattern, but to respond
accordingly. In incorporating the influence of context for homiletics, Leonora Tubbs
Tisdale writes,
Cultural anthropologists tell us that people are, in certain respects: (1) like all
others (sharing certain universals with the whole human race); (2) like no others
1

Anna Carter Florence, "Put Away Your Sword! Taking the Torture out of the
Sermon," in What's the Matter with Preaching Today?, ed. Mike Graves (Louisville:
Westminster John Knox Press, 2004), 95.
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(having distinctive traits that mark them as individuals), and (3) like some others
(sharing cultural traits with a particular group of people). Each of these realities
has significant implications for the preaching event.2
In the circumstances of Vineville Baptist Church, the values that are shared with a select
group are the proclivities of the conscious listening pattern, which are common to
churches in its tradition, but the distinctive traits that are not necessarily shared by others
are its unconscious inclinations. Within its broader tradition, logos would be considered
vital on a basic level, but this does not accommodate for the unique listing pattern of each
congregation.
If the preacher ignored the value of logos because it is tertiary, this would not
strengthen the response of the congregation. In the qualitative answers on the surveys,
church members were asked, "What was positive about the sermon?" The congregation
repeatedly listed logos oriented qualities, such as the sermon was "well-prepared,"
"delivered so I can understand," and had a "clear message." Logos is not inconsequential
simply because it is not dominant. Based on the preferences of the congregation in its
conscious understanding of preaching, these traits serve as a baseline for the preaching
event, but they do not foster deeper connections with the listeners.
In the church's distinctive pattern of engaging sermons, the preference for ethos
is integral to developing meaningful connections, which is apparent in the church's
descriptive answers. Church members continually identified characteristics firmly rooted
in ethos, as the favored "language" of preaching. One person wrote that the sermon
helped me "focus on my relationship with God" while another said that the preacher
2

Leonora Tubbs Tisdale, Preaching as Local Theology and Folk Art (Minneapolis:
Fortress Press, 1997), 11.
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demonstrated "sincerity." The respondents commented often on the "personal stories" of
the preacher, as instances when they understood the message. Regardless of the type of
sermon, the congregation gravitated towards these qualities each week.
On week three when the sermon focused on pathos, one church member
connected with the preacher's "delivery and passion" because the listener said, "I felt I
could relate." Even though the sermon was oriented towards pathos and it focused on the
compassion of God, the individual processed its content through ethos. Whereas the
passion of the content was not inconsequential, it was experienced through the delivery of
the preacher, which is why the church member could relate to the message. The
dominant rhetorical preference affected the congregation's experience of the preaching
event. If the listener had favored logos, a comprehensive explanation of God's love,
offering a rational argument based on God's commitment as the Creator of humanity
might have sufficed. For the majority of the church members, the deepest connections
were cultivated through ethos.
When the congregation was asked each Sunday, "What advice would you give the
preacher?," the predominant answers, albeit constructive criticism, reflected ethos. The
congregation asked the preacher to "make more eye contact" and to use "stronger voice
inflection," which both stress ethos, and it demonstrates that the relationship between the
pulpit and the pew during the preaching event is paramount. On week four when the
sermon stressed ethos, one respondent asked the preacher to "share lots of personal
experiences, not only to reach us spiritually, but also to let us gradually know you better."
Evidently, without adequately relating to the church, the preacher's sermon is considered
incomplete in the ears of the congregation.
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The descriptive comments did not stop at addressing ethos within the preaching
event, but also included the external ethos of the pastor. In several instances, the
congregation thanked the preacher for visiting church members often in the hospital and
for his attentiveness to pastoral concerns. Even though the survey questions did not refer
to these aspects of ministry, church members chose to include them in their comments.
An external ethos is as essential in the preaching event as an internal ethos, and it is
crucial to recognize that these two belong to one another.
Hearing Logos through Ethos
In week one, the sermon, A Picture of Trust, focused on logos in an effort to
explain the relationship between the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit within the Trinity.
Although the sermon emphasized logos, several indicators demonstrate that the
congregation predominantly heard ethos. In Figure 5, ethos is ranked especially high at
69.4 % in comparison to the remainder of the weeks, and in Figure 6, ethos equals logos
at 32% as the peak score, tabulating how many church members connected through ethos.
Even though the preaching event strived to discuss the Trinity using logos, the theme that
emerged in the message was relational, appealing to ethos.
The sermon begins by discussing the nature of the Trinity as relational, and since
humanity is created in God's image, people are created for engaging in trusting, healthy
relationships, as the preacher writes,
Out of the relationship between Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, God reaches out to
us, and so we reach out to others as created in God's image. How we relate to
others is essential to how we have been created. We experience this in our lives,
as we are driven by relationships. It is why they are so important. It is why we
speak about commitment to the church. It is why we talk about marriage as holy.
It is why friendship is sacred. It is why companionship is priceless. It is why
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becoming a parent is for a lifetime. It is why family is a gift from God. It is why
we are called to care for the stranger.3
Since the congregation favors ethos, the majority of the church members heard the
message through its conversation about relationships. Whereas the preacher was trying
to stress logos, he inadvertently accounted for the dominance of ethos in the church. The
logos of the sermon might have been strengthened by stressing the relational theme from
the onset in order to engage the congregation and then to stimulate thinking about the
Trinity, as it could have been further explained later in the preaching event.
When speaking to an ethos listener, logos is heard through accentuating
relationships, as Ronald Allen describes, "The distinctive logos themes in folk who hear
the sermon with ethos accents mainly have to do with what the preacher says about
relationship with God, with others, and service in the community." The qualitative
answers on the surveys reflect these themes. For this sermon, church members responded
by writing, "we catch images of God in positive relationships," and also, "a close
relationship with God is important." With a clearer understanding of the congregation's
rhetorical inclinations, the preacher could have been more intentional about employing
ethos. The data in Table 2 that compares the strength of this sermon to the other weeks
suggests that it might have connected less than the other sermons. Incidentally, the
themes of ethos bolstered the connection of this message indirectly, as displayed in its
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Appendix K. Tripp Martin, "A Picture of Trust," a sermon preached at Vineville
Baptist Church in Macon, Georgia, on May 30, 2010.
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high ethos in Figure 5 and Figure 6, and if the preacher had anticipated this preference, he
could have used it more purposely, strengthening the overall preaching event.
Listening for Ethos
One anomaly in the analysis is the weak connection that the sermon on week two,
For They Belong to Us, made with the congregation, even though it was oriented towards
ethos. The preacher encouraged the congregation to consider the value of
intergenerational relationships for the faith development of the children of the church.
With a message that emphasized ethos, one expects a positive connection through this
category, but the ethos in week two drops significantly, falling to 43.8% in Figure 5 and
24.1% in Figure 6, lower than any other week in both cases in this category. In addition,
the sermon from week two is ranked generally lower than week five, as seen in Table 2,
which was oriented towards pathos. The ethos connection was also specifically weaker
on week two than any other sermon except week three, judging by its increase over
pathos in the same week, as seen in Figure 11. Ethos has only a 0.5 increase over pathos
for week two, which is the lowest of any week except the third one, and it stressed
pathos. At first glance, this anomaly on week two seems to be a discrepancy in the data
since ethos is favored predominantly by the congregation.
The context of the church, principally its age demographics, explains this
variance. The vast majority of the congregation is over the age of sixty years old, causing
a natural distance between the adults and the children of the church. This does not render
the sermon inappropriate; rather, it justifies its need, but the appropriation of its theme
was misguided. The message approaches the subject assuming that intergenerational
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relationships already exist on a basic level, mentioning examples that would resonate
with church members, as the sermon proclaims,
Parents make a solemn commitment to teach their children about the faith, but it
is not a task that belongs only to them because the children of the church belong
to us as well. It is warm-body ministry. We can reach out to them in their
moments of crisis. When they break a leg during baseball season, we can send
them movies to watch, snacks to cheer them up, and notes of encouragement.
When they have difficult questions about their faith, we can show understanding,
sharing times when we have had questions and helping them grow because of
their questions. We can find ways to show them that they belong to this place.
We can learn their names and call them out in the hallways of the church.
The context of the church prevents this sermon from cultivating an ethos connection
based on the current intergenerational relationships. An approach to this message using
pathos might have strengthened the sermon's ability to encourage relationships that span
generations by generating memories of people's childhood mentors. The assumption is
that since the sermon deals with the topic of relationships that ethos should be the chief
approach, but this proves otherwise.
In answering the qualitative questions on week two, the congregation reiterates
how the preacher does not connect with the church through ethos. One listener writes
that nothing was negative about the sermon, but that he or she did not see how it related
to the whole congregation because "the sermon was mostly directed to younger people
and children." Another respondent advised the preacher to choose "subjects more
relevant to age of [the] congregation." Finally, one church member said, "couldn't we
include 'warm-body ministry' for all the congregation? As we get older, we all need it!!"
Assumptions about which topics embody the various categories should be appropriated
5
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carefully because each church will have a nuanced understanding of logos, pathos, and
ethos.
Surrounded by Pathos
Since the sermon on week six, Bound to Christ, was oriented towards logos, the
expectation is that it would have cultivated a weaker reaction from the church, but the
outside influence of the fourth of July altered the results. For a logos sermon, the ethos
connection in week six did not drop dramatically, as shown on Figure 5 at 55.3% and on
Figure 6 at 42%. Also, the pathos of this week is at its peak for any week at 3.11, as
displayed on Figure 4, even above the results for week three and five, which stressed
pathos, at 3.04 and 3.05 respectively. In Table 2, the preaching event was also ranked
higher than week one and equal with the sermons from week three, four, and five. In
fact, the sermon displays no indication of an inherent weakness, which is substantiated by
the descriptive responses of church members. Neither the worship service nor the sermon
celebrated the holiday, but the message discussed religious freedom, and it resonated with
the emotions of the congregation on that day.
Throughout the sermon, the preacher tries to explain why God grants humanity
the freedom to respond positively or negatively to God instead of limiting human free
will because of the risk involved. The sermon advocates that religious freedom honors
the divine gift of free will. The message is that faith is only authentic when it is free,
demanding religious liberty, as the preacher says,
The reason that God accepts the risk of freedom is because of love. In order for
our "yes" to mean anything, we have to be able to say "no." It is risky. Like
parents who endure pain because their child says "no" to their guidance, God
endures pain when we say "no." But because parents love their children, they
continue to let them grow up to be independent. That is the condition of love.
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Without freedom, love cannot exist. In our faith, our "yes" to God can only be
authentic if we are free to say "no." That is the gift of religious freedom. It
respects the freedom that God has granted us.6
The theme of the message resonated with the congregation because of the context of the
holiday. The preaching event cultivated both ethos and pathos connections that were not
stressed within the sermon itself.
In the descriptive responses, the pathos of the holiday is starkly evident. The
congregation celebrated the theme of religious liberty, reiterating, "We have the freedom
to worship God." Other church members wrote, the sermon is "appropriate to [the]
holiday without going overboard" and that it "illustrates the meaning of freedom." Not
all of the comments were positive because many listeners were disappointed that the
worship service did not include patriotic music, which also inversely affirms the robust
pathos of the holiday. These dynamics are important for the preacher to consider in
constructing a sermon. Since logos is least favored, this was an appropriate day to utilize
that type of message because it did not deter the congregation from relating to the sermon
through the other categories.
An Effective Ethos Sermon
The sermon in week four, Listen Closely, acutely matches the predominant
rhetorical profile of the church. The theme is distinctly ethos, discussing listening for the
voice of God, while a noticeable internal ethos is also cultivated from the beginning until
the ending of the sermon. The preaching event also provides a tangible link between a

6
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person's faith in God and how people are to relate to one another, and at the conclusion
of the sermon, it applies the message through a practice that is oriented towards ethos.
The internal ethos of the sermon is exhibited through its personal approach to the
subject, as the illustrations are drawn from the preacher's life. The introduction of the
sermon begins,
When I saw a guitar in high school, I was like every other teenager. I wanted to
pick it up and learn how to play. I did not own a guitar, but it seemed like every
other friend of mine did, so they would teach me a chord or two. It did not mean
that I could play the guitar, but it did change the way I looked at music. My
friends gave me basic instruction on what to do with each hand and how to
change chords, but what came out of the guitar did not sound like music.7
The beginning of the preaching event reveals that the preacher cannot hear the pitch of
musical notes, so he did not know what to listen for in playing the guitar. The sermon
continued to use personal examples, as it says, "From my years growing up, I do not
remember much said about the kingdom of God. There is a good chance I was not
listening closely, but the kingdom of God is at the heart of Jesus."8 These references
resonated with the congregation and fostered an internal ethos. One listener wrote, "[I]
loved the references back to the preacher's childhood," while another wrote, "You used
excellent illustrations that we could relate to." Other comments described the message by
saying, "good delivery" and great "sincerity," which both demonstrate ethos.
The preaching event not only tried to identify the qualities of God's voice or
message by highlighting the statements of Jesus about the kingdom of God, it also

7
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applied its message through a spiritual practice oriented towards ethos. In concluding the
sermon, the preacher says, "This week I opened a Bible to read the words in quotations in
the four gospels. I did not have a red-letter New Testament near by so it was the easiest
way to focus only on the words of Jesus. The words of Jesus give us an idea of the types
of things that God may say to us. It is one way to sit down and to listen closely." The
preacher demonstrates how the sermon could be applied by practicing it himself. The
application also represents a personal, practical way for people to listen for God's voice.
The message also stresses the link between a person's spirituality and reaching
out to care for others, which is a theme of ethos. Since the words of Jesus are examples
of what God may say, the preacher quotes the beginning of the Lord's Prayer, saying,
"Thy kingdom come, thy will be done, on earth as it is in heaven," and then proclaims,
When we hear about children around the world who do not receive any education,
we hear about the need for the kingdom of God. When we hear about women
who do not receive any prenatal care, we hear about the need for redemption.
When we hear about families who live on less than a dollar a day, we hear about
the need for God's grace to heal brokenness. We know that there is not that type
of suffering in heaven, so we work to heal such brokenness on earth, as we pray
the words of Jesus.10
The transition from listening for God's voice to addressing the world's suffering
communicates the relational quality of faith in a manner that transforms people's
relationships with others. An ethos listener hears this type of sermon as compelling with
few obstacles for comprehending its message. It is an example of a sermon that fully
accounts for the rhetorical preferences of Vineville Baptist Church.

9
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The survey data from week four confirms that a solid ethos connection was forged
with the congregation. In judging the effectiveness of any preaching event, its overall
ranking is always inconclusive because it can be ranked low, but also be effective. One
example would be a sermon that intensely convicts a listener, creating discomfort, which
could cause an inferior rating. Generally, though, an excellent connection yields a
superior rank. On Figure 12, the preaching event from week four has an average score of
7.99 on a ten-point scale. Without a significant difference between the results on the
graph, it is impossible to judge the sermon comparatively, but its rank is above the
preacher's expectations. On Table 2, the message is considered equal with the sermons
from week three, five, and six and not lower than any other week. With so many
variables contributing to the preaching event, these factors are simply pieces of evidence
that help confirm the congregation's connection with the sermon.
When the sermons are compared to one another, the difference between the ethos
of week four and the results for pathos and ethos from the same week is greater than the
same discrepancy for the other sermons. As seen in Figure 4, the ethos of week four
averaged 3.45 on a four-point scale, which is not the highest score for all six weeks, but it
demonstrates an increase of 0.57 above pathos for the same week, as seen in Figure 11.
In every week, ethos was the chief preference, but the strength of ethos over the other
categories in week four depicts a particularly forceful connection. In this same chart, the
sermon on week one is the only other instance where ethos was as high as 0.57 points
greater than pathos in the same week, but its overall ethos is 3.29, which is lower than
3.45 for week four, as displayed on Figure 4. As discussed previously, the sermon from
week one was processed through ethos rather than logos, which was not anticipated.
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On Figure 5 in week four, ethos is at its peak at 69.4% in comparison with the
other sermons. Again the sermon from week one is the only other occasion where that
same percent of people identified the goal of the preaching event as encouraging "people
to foster a spiritual relationship with God."11 On Figure 6, this connection is
1 •}

substantiated by 46.1% of the respondents choosing "helped me relate to God" as the
best description of the message. This percent in Figure 6 is the highest average from any
of the rhetorical categories throughout the entire six weeks. Clearly a definitive
connection was created through ethos, matching the listening pattern of the congregation.
Preaching through Ethos
Since ethos is the favored category of the church, the preacher must utilize its
strengths, while remaining aware of its pitfalls. The basic assumption that ethos is simply
telling personal stories is a misconception. Even listeners who prefer ethos do not always
demand illustrations based on the preacher's life in the sermon. Whereas many of the
respondents at Vineville Baptist Church requested more stories about the preacher,
church members also warned about telling too many of these illustrations. Also, one
particular variable to consider in these results is the short tenure of the preacher at the
church, who had served the church for only eight months, so the congregation would
have naturally wanted to hear more about him. Ethos must also be cultivated
thematically and theologically, while both internally and externally in relation to the
pulpit.
11
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The pitfalls of ethos include inadvertently shifting the emphasis of the sermon
away from the Word of God and towards the preacher as well as the inevitable
discomfort of proclamation becoming too personal for the minister. In an effort to
engender trust in the congregation through relating personally to them, the pastor can
actually relinquish her ministerial identity and simply become an individual capturing the
attention of listeners. The preacher must preserve the tension between relating to the
congregation and representing God by restricting personal content. In preaching, the
sermon needs to invite the congregation to change, which is only possible when the
proclaimer has a clear ministerial identity. Without misrepresenting God, the preacher
has to also demonstrate that she is in solidarity with the congregation, facing the
questions and struggles of humanity along with the church. Balancing these dynamics is
tenuous when cultivating ethos.
The preacher can also become uncomfortable when the church expects the sermon
to be too personal, which is a danger woven into the basic structure of preaching. Jana
Childers writes, "Similarly, preaching Christ means more than speaking about Jesus
Christ. Christ is more than the content of our preaching.... It is the notion of
throughness that is important. In this notion we begin to see parallels between
preaching's process and that of the Incarnation."13 Scripture demonstrates that God
speaks through people, including the preacher, which is daunting, so discomfort is
expected. Preaching with ethos must protect against this danger by identifying
appropriate boundaries for illustrations, references, and stories. The content of a message
13
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should not rest solely on the traits or personality of the preacher, although, these
characteristics are also integral to the ministry of proclamation.
Listening to the Congregation
The nuances that have been examined in this statistical analysis reveal a
complicated, yet clear pattern of listening at Vineville Baptist Church that should inform
the ministry of preaching. The rhetorical preferences raise the question, "How should the
preacher plan and construct sermons for the church?" as well as "What dynamics should
be considered when making these decisions?" The following chapter will begin to
formulate guidelines for writing sermons based on this analysis, giving weight to the
church's rhetorical preferences, but limiting their influence as well. In knowing the
congregation's biases, the preacher must navigate certain temptations for sermon
development. Based on the information garnered through the surveys, the preaching
ministry can either improve or deteriorate by accommodating for the inclinations of the
church.
After listening to all of the responses of the congregation, the preacher can also
reflect on how they have contributed to his personal understanding of preaching, asking
"What did the preacher learn that is beneficial for proclaiming the Word of God?"
Lessons were acquired that will not only benefit Vineville Baptist Church, but also the
preacher's ministry throughout the future. The researcher can also offer conjectured
benefits for homiletics, despite the context, as logos, pathos, and ethos function in oral
proclamation. These benefits are limited because of the contextual nature of the research,
but certain principles transcend location. As a result of this analysis, the preacher must
also engage in self-reflection, gaining new insights and goals, answering the question,
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"What is the next step in the development of the preacher?" A general evaluation of
these questions will be addressed in the final chapter.

CHAPTER 5
WHAT DID THE PREACHER HEAR?
Since the intrinsic risk of genuine listening is change, designing adjustments for
preaching at Vineville Baptist Church is anticipated after soliciting responses from the
congregation, but the risk of listening is also the gain of effective communication.
Amending one's preparation, approach, and execution of the preaching event after
listening to the listeners designates it as a servant ministry within the paradigm of all
Christian ministry, for "Jesus was not a servant solely in the sense of healing or foot
washing; his manner of teaching was servantlike in that he gave his speaking to effect
experiences within the listeners."1 The preacher serves not only the congregation but also
God by listening carefully, which participates in the "Word became flesh"2 (John 1.14),
as it forms gradually in a church over time. In serving in this manner, a tension does
emerge between accommodating a sermon's message for a congregation and preserving
the integrity of the Word of God. Abandoning this tension does not enhance the quality
of preaching; rather, it must be embraced and appropriated for each context, as the
preacher navigates inherent obstacles, while speaking to listeners in a rhetorical
"language" they can understand.
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An Initial Response to Listening
In hearing the responses of the congregation, the preacher made immediate, initial
changes in the structure, language, and rhetorical content of his sermons. These
adjustments do not reflect rigid, permanent alterations that restrict, but general
modifications that account for the unconscious listening pattern of the church. First, the
structure of the preacher's sermons was primarily inductive before this research project,
but the sermons also demonstrated strong, linear movement from introduction to
conclusion without creating an opportunity for broader description in specific illustrations
and examples. Since reading the responses of church members, the sermons have
remained inductive, but have integrated descriptive language and emotions to enrich the
texture of the preaching event. The tone of the sermons has been altered to be more
conversational, as if the preacher is telling a story, instead of explaining a concept. A
conversation incorporates people in dialogue on an intimate level, heightening ethos. The
language of a conversation is also concrete and drawn from everyday experiences.
The preacher has also continued to improve the internal and external ethos of his
sermons, cultivating conversations with church members outside of worship, caring
pastorally for people's needs, and embodying the sermon through eye contact, voice
inflection, and physical demeanor in the pulpit. Without jeopardizing the preacher's
personality, the goal is effective communication, or "authenticity-with-excellence (or
excellence-with-authenticity)."3 Authenticity is essential in relating to listeners as long as
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proclamation does not become too personal. In navigating this danger, the preacher has
strived to foster ethos through self-reflection, as advised,
The best sermons preachers preach are to themselves, not about themselves but to
themselves, to the depths of their humanity, to their most intense and urgent
questions about the meaning of life in face of terrible suffering, about the faith
they have in God that empowers them to survive and more than survive—to be
strengthened by the Spirit for redemptive work in the world.4
When planning sermons, the preacher keeps this rule in front of him in order to develop
ethos, while still focusing primarily on the Word of God.
After spending such time and energy on the practice of listening, the preacher is
committed to making it a continued discipline because nuances remain undiscovered in
the listening pattern of the church. As H. H. Farmer writes, "Our gospel is an unchanging
gospel, obviously; but the way in which we present it, and the things in it which need to
be proclaimed, or re-proclaimed, with special emphasis and clarity, are determined by the
situation, the mental and spiritual situation particularly, of those to whom we speak."
The process of listening to how a congregation listens through the rhetorical categories is
never exhausted. Listening can be integrated into all facets of the preaching event from
sermon preparation to oral proclamation. Guidelines can be formed for developing a
sermon based on what the preacher hears.
Homiletical Guidelines for Vineville Baptist Church
With the analysis of the rhetorical preferences of Vineville Baptist Church as its
foundation, guidelines can be constructed to steer the preacher as he navigates the
4
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preaching event, fostering effective connections with the listeners. These directives
instruct the preaching ministry, but they do not restrict it. Preaching outside of these
guidelines will be required when dictated by the Word of God or particular
circumstances, so they should not impose mandates on the sermon if inspiration or the
situation counsels otherwise; but they will generally improve communication between the
pulpit and the pew in this context. These stipulations are also useful in restraining my
personal rhetorical preferences, as I favor: 1.) logos, 2.) ethos, and 3.) pathos. Without
realizing the error, my sermons could easily reflect my inclinations instead of the ones
that belong to the church. These guidelines encourage rhetorical diversity, even though
they are based on the listening pattern of the church, which enriches preaching, as
"experimentation offers freshness and variety to the people who listen."6 Following these
directives assists sermon planning and construction.

Table 3. Homiletical Guidelines for Vineville Baptist Church
Guidelines
1. Preach with logos when a natural atmosphere of ethos or pathos exists.
2. Develop every characteristic of ethos.
3. Utilize ethos in teaching the tradition of the Christian faith.
4. Address controversial topics by softening their impact with ethos or pathos.
5. Use pathos in conjunction with ethos and logos.
6. Create an experience of the sermon to emphasize pathos.
7. Interpret scripture using the rhetorical categories.

6
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Preach with Logos when a Natural Atmosphere of Ethos or Pathos Exists
Whenever a sermon's content, a worship service, or a moment in the life of the
congregation already contains a beneficial ethos or pathos, the preacher can stress logos
without diminishing the connection of the message. As evident in week six, a sermon
can elicit a positive ethos and pathos despite an accent on logos. In Figure 4, the sixth
sermon has the highest pathos response at 3.11, which naturally augments its ethos. On
this same chart, the sermon for week six, while relying on logos, bears the peak ethos at
3.65 on a four-point scale, as the connection with the preacher was strengthened by an
atmosphere of pathos. The next strongest pathos in Figure 4 is 3.05 on week five, and it
was a sermon oriented towards pathos. In addition, this sermon ranked above or equal to
the majority of the sermons, as seen on Table 2, even though it emphasized the least
favored category of the congregation.
When certain conditions exist, a sermon can use logos, adding elements that
might otherwise detract from the church's experience. Opportunities may arise to explain
a passage of scripture in depth, offer a fresh interpretation of a concept, or challenge
people's thoughts on a subject by stressing logos when a message is surrounded by a
beneficial ethos or pathos. For instance, the ordination of deacons on Pentecost Sunday
might convey a natural pathos, so a sermon could build upon it by emphasizing logos. If
the preacher chooses to speak prophetically on these types of occasions, she must proceed
cautiously, knowing that if the logos does not constructively build upon the ethos or
pathos, but rather damages it, this strategy is certainly disastrous. Proclamation must
remain pastorally sensitive; otherwise, prophetic messages will not be heard.

Develop Every Characteristic of Ethos
The second guideline encourages the preacher to develop every aspect of ethos in
the preaching event. Overall, ethos is consistently ranked as the church's favored
category. In Figure 4, ethos is the leading response each week despite the type of
sermon, demonstrating that the congregation is seeking to engage qualities of ethos. The
lowest ethos on Figure 4 is 3.29 on a four-point scale, which occurs on week one when
the sermon stresses logos. On this chart, the smallest discrepancy between ethos and
pathos registers at 0.47 on week three when the focus is on pathos, and it stretches as
high as 0.57 on weeks one and four, as displayed in Figure 11. If ethos did not elicit such
a strong response from the congregation, it is probable that this discrepancy would be
much lower.
When evaluating the sermon from week four, which intentionally emphasized
ethos, the evidence of a distinguishable connection encourages the preacher to explore
the wide uses of this category. As aforementioned, the distinction between ethos and
pathos on Figure 11 is at its peak in this preaching event at 0.57, and the message is
ranked equally with the majority of the sermons on Table 2. Week four is a foremost
example of the type of sermon that resonates with this congregation, registering not only
the leading ethos at 46.1% on Figure 6, but also the highest percentage of responses for
any of the categories out of all six weeks. From the congregation's perspective, ethos is
critical because in four out of the six weeks on Figure 5, over 65% of the church
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identified the sermon's goal as "for people to foster a spiritual relationship with God,"7
which is categorized as ethos.
When developing ethos, the preacher must remember that it is more than a
speaker's personal stories; it includes all facets of relationships with people and with
God. Ethos is conveyed through elements such as anecdotes, stories, examples, or
metaphorical language based on all types of relationships: family, romance, strangers,
acquaintances, friends, colleagues, and teammates. In terms of scripture, stories can be
told from the vantage point of a particular person in a narrative or even from a range of
contemporary cultural perspectives. The sermon can even relay illustrations from the
local church, both contemporary and historic, in order to foster ethos.
The "language" of ethos can also be drawn from the cultural lexicon of the
church, as Lovett Weems asks, "What are the key words and phrases used by the people
to describe their life together? What are the dominant images shaping congregational
life?"8 The architectural space, rituals, heroes, myths, symbols, and routines of the
congregation can influence the ethos of the preaching event. Theological concepts and
the practice of spirituality can also be explored in terms of ethos, borrowing from the
practice of personal testimony to telling the stories of saints, historical and contemporary,
formal and informal. Since ethos is favored by this church, developing every
characteristic of this category will strengthen the communication of preaching.

7
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Utilize Ethos in Teaching the Tradition of the Christian Faith
The next directive is a specific task rooted in the second guideline, employing the
characteristics of ethos and its kinship to congregational identity to enhance the church's
resemblance of the body of Christ. One purpose of preaching is to define and redefine a
church's identity throughout its history, passing along the Christian tradition. Through
ethos, the church can rediscover its existence as the body of Christ, using its own
language, stories, and history. For instance, a congregation can reclaim language that has
been lost to the past or to prejudice. An example of such language that belongs to the
church are the concepts of confession or priesthood, relatively foreign to the majority of
protestants, but helpful in ecclesial development. Whether the preacher is reclaiming
language from the past or creating a vision for the future, ethos is a constructive tool for
teaching the Christian tradition.
Address Controversial Topics by Softening Their Impact with Ethos or Pathos
In approaching a sensitive, volatile subject, logos should be supported by ethos
and pathos. One tendency in addressing a controversial topic is to argue the case for an
alternative perspective by explaining the reasons for a new position, which relies largely
on logos. Providing reasons for another opinion is required for the treatment of
controversial subjects, but this approach alone would fail to connect with this church.
The relationship among logos, pathos, and ethos is obvious in Figure 4, demonstrating the
weakness of logos as compared to the other categories. Even though the conscious
pattern of the church ranked logos as primary, it is tertiary in the revealed pattern for
every sermon.
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The peak logos in Figure 4 is on week five at 3.02, which is still 0.54 below the
ethos connection for the same week, as evident on Figure 11. Also, the logos of this
particular sermon is bolstered by an exceptional ethos and pathos, measuring 3.56 and
3.05 respectively on Figure 4. Both of these scores are the second strongest in their
categories for the entire study. In week two on Figure 11, the top discrepancies between
ethos and logos are as high as 0.76 and as elevated as 0.26 between pathos and logos,
demonstrating the comparative weakness of logos.
Using ethos and pathos when discussing a controversial topic can impact
positively how a listener responds to the logos of the preaching event, as people will hear
the sermon primarily through those categories. The rhetorical categories can mutually
benefit one another, especially facing the obstacle of resistance. This does not nullify
controversy, but it may elicit a clearer, less threatening hearing from the congregation. It
exemplifies how the rhetorical categories can be used to communicate faithfully the
Word of God instead of saying only what people want to hear.
Use Pathos in Conjunction with Ethos and Logos
The next directive stresses the significance of emotional content, as it benefits the
other categories within the preaching event as well as providing a unique contribution to
the message. Pathos can be an effective tool in preaching at Vineville Baptist Church as
it enhances both ethos and logos. In Figure 4, pathos is always ranked second to ethos,
ranging from 2.72 to 3.11 on a four-point scale. On this chart as well, the two sermons
that stressed pathos in week three and five yield two of the strongest ethos and logos
responses for the entire study. For week three, ethos is 3.51 and logos is 2.86, which both
ranked third in those specific categories for all six weeks. The ethos and logos in week
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five are 3.56 and 3.02 respectively, ranking second and first for those categories. Pathos
bolstered the logos and ethos of these sermons. Also, the pathos of the holiday in week
six, as previously mentioned, increases the sermon's connection with the congregation.
In Figure 5, there are two occasions when pathos is not ranked higher than logos,
which is week two and five, stressing ethos and pathos. This diverges slightly with the
majority of the data. The only instance where pathos is rated below logos on Figure 6 is
week one, where ethos and logos are ranked equally, but in week two and three on this
chart, pathos is ranked above ethos as the primary category. Despite these variances,
pathos is designated as the church's second preference and highly influential in the
preaching event.
Create an Experience of the Sermon to Emphasize Pathos
Since pathos is the second preference of the congregation, it could easily be
ignored in an effort to stress ethos as primary or to validate logos as tertiary. Even
though ethos is dominant each week, pathos resonated consistently with the congregation,
so emotional content can make a special contribution to the message. Many of the
concepts of the Christian faith can only be conveyed adequately through pathos, such as
hope, faith, and love. Without pathos, ethos and logos will fail to communicate these
concepts. Stressing its benefits should also be reiterated in these guidelines because it is
the preacher's least favored category, as not to disregard it.
The preacher should develop pathos in the preaching event based on how the
listeners connect with sermons and not how he experiences a sermon's emotional content.
For example, based on the preacher's preference of logos, he would first hear an
explanation and then experience the emotional impact of its effect, while the majority of
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the congregation would first engage the emotional content of a message and then process
its explanation. This slight adjustment is crucial for cultivating distinct connections with
the church members. When telling a story, the preacher should begin with the drama of
the narrative, inviting the congregation to experience it, and then offer an explanation of
the illustrated concept. The preacher should also develop pathos within worship in
general by linking particular themes with the preaching event or by relating elements of
worship to the message, such as the celebration of communion or baptism.
Interpret Scripture Using the Rhetorical Categories
Finally, the preacher can begin to develop a method of sermon preparation that
incorporates the qualities of the rhetorical categories, as Thomas Troeger and Edward
Everding write, "We can build into sermon preparation the ways of knowing that are
evident in people's responses to our sermons."9 Since the rhetorical categories serve as
transverbal "languages" in the preaching event and since they are consistent with a
holistic view of the Word of God, they can be used from the onset of crafting a sermon.
Logos, pathos, and ethos can be useful for interpreting scripture and in forming
connections with a church based on its listening pattern. Keeping the rhetorical
categories in front of the preacher during the entire process of sermon development could
further enhance the impact of proclamation. An introductory model of sermon
preparation will be presented later in this chapter.
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Temptations in the Rhetorical Preferences
As much as the preacher should accommodate for how a church listens, she
should never fully cater to those preferences. P. T. Forsyth argues, "Where your object is
to secure your audience, rather than your gospel, preaching is sure to suffer."10 The
preacher is a theologian-in-residence and should never abandon the "sound" of the Word
of God for any other familiar "sound" that misconstrues the message, passion, or will of
Jesus the Christ. A tension exists between the Word of God and a church's rhetorical
preferences that must remain intact, which is likened to the tension between the human
and the divine in the incarnation. The mandate is not to "give the people what they
want,"11 as if that approach effectively communicates the gospel of Christ; rather, the
preacher must avoid catering to the congregation. Since the goal of the sermon is to
participate in the formation of the church as the body of Christ, the integrity of the Word
of God is critical. Creating connections is a tool for accomplishing this goal; it cannot
become the objective itself.
One rule for avoiding this temptation is to preserve the "sound" of the Word of
God, which differs from other "sounds." The rhetorical categories can convey the
qualities of the Word of God, but they are only filters, which can be applied to alternative
"sounds" as well. A typical example is the difference between the "sounds" of success as
opposed to faithfulness. At times, the "sound" of faithfulness is similar to the "sound" of
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success, as a mission project is completed or people celebrate a favorable experience of
ministry. Other times, faithfulness can "sound" like failure because at the heart of the
gospel of Christ is the sacrifice of the cross. In either scenario, the preacher must be
careful not to confuse the "sound" of the Word of God with any other "sound." Even
when accommodating for the rhetorical inclinations of a church, the Word of God should
"sound" slightly strange and relatively distant since it is countercultural and
transformational. This is, in part, one reason for utilizing the transverbal "language" of
logos, pathos, and ethos.
A final temptation in accommodating for people's rhetorical preferences can be
stated as an affirmative standard for proclamation, "Preach from all three categories with
regularity." Even though a congregation favors a particular category, the preacher should
not rigidly limit his sermons in any fashion that caters to a church's inclinations. The
Word of God can be conveyed through all three categories, so the preaching event should
vary widely in its use of logos, pathos, and ethos, along with sensitivity for the tendencies
of the listeners. First, the character of the Word of God requires it, and secondly, even
though the congregation prefers one category generally, a church includes a range of
listeners that favor each category. Preaching that stresses only one category would
exclude segments of the congregation.
With careful attention to these temptations, the preacher must also remember, "No
amount of rhetorical finesse can give the preacher control over what happens in the mind,
heart, and will of the congregation."12 A preaching ministry is a spiritual discipline,
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where faith in the Spirit of God surpasses any skills of the proclaimer. The process of
incarnation cannot be guided by human hands; instead, it is ultimately the work of God.
Even though preaching is human speech that embodies the Word of God, the preacher
diligently approaches it prayerfully, speaking and listening without trying to control the
process. A certain amount of humility, recognizing the work of the Spirit of God, will
assist the preacher in avoiding these temptations.
Listening in Sermon Preparation
One unexpected discovery in this research is the overwhelming contribution that
listening makes to proclamation. In listening to how a church listens, I am prompted to
ask, "How can sermon preparation utilize logos, pathos, and ethos in fostering rhetorical
connections with a church?" Since the rhetorical categories facilitate hearing for the
congregation, they could also assist the preacher in listening for the Word of God in
sermon preparation. Integrating logos, pathos, and ethos into this process would be
beneficial because the measured influence of listening outweighs the impact of crafted
language and eloquent speech in proclamation. As Mary Donovan Turner declares, "The
prophets were observers. They watched. They listened. And then they named, out of
their own understandings of God and the world, the realities of life."13 The preacher is
unable to teach the tradition, admonish the defiant, comfort the suffering, announce the
gospel, forgive the sinful, or send forth the faithful if she does not listen carefully.
When crafting a sermon, the preacher can listen to scripture and to a congregation
through the rhetorical categories, forming connections in the "language" of logos, pathos,
13
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and ethos. This practice cultivates synergy between preparation and proclamation
because it creates a common "language" between exegesis and the preaching event. The
discipline of listening for the Word of God, as it is revealed in scripture or embodied by a
congregation, connects the narrative of God's faithfulness with the story of a church in
the ongoing process of incarnation. These connections could be developed by using a
rhetorical "language" of preaching.
In the weekly pursuit of preparing a sermon, the process begins with a naive
reading of a text as well as paying attention to the needs and vision of a church. These
two types of listening create an organic process of exchange back-and-forth between text
and congregation instead of a sequenced, disjointed checklist of rigid steps. Through this
interchange, connections can be formed using the rhetorical categories with sensitivity to
the listening pattern of the congregation. First, the preacher must listen to scripture and
to the church through logos, pathos, and ethos by asking poignant questions derived from
these categories.
The questions about the text are meant to be opened-ended, resisting preconceived
notions about a passage's meaning or the direction of a sermon's message. Five general
questions initially aid the preacher in listening to scripture,
1. What is the text responding to within its context, and how does it respond?
a. What does the text explain about God or God's people?
b. How does the text express its message?
c. What is the character of God or God's people in the passage?
2. What is your interaction with the text, as the reader and as a representative of
your congregation?
a. What do you hear?
b. What do you feel?
c. How do you relate to the passage?
3. What is the internal action of the text?
a. What is the explanation for this interaction?
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b. What is its emotional content?
c. What is the character of the passage based on this interaction?
4. What types of words, phrases, images, genres, or structural forms are in the
text?
a. What message is communicated?
b. What emotions are evident?
c. What type of character is demonstrated?
5. What type of questions does the text implicitly ask of the reader?
a. What types of thoughts are evoked?
b. What sort of emotions emerge?
c. What manner of action is insinuated?
These questions are not answered in isolation from the questions about the congregation;
they are answered alongside them, so that connections are revealed.
When the preacher listens to scripture, he is always thinking about the
congregation, and in a similar manner, he recalls the "Word became flesh" (John 1.14)
whenever he reflects on the church. Listening to the ongoing narrative of a congregation
is a theological discipline, as opposed to a sociological or psychological exercise, as the
church is the body of Christ. The preacher can listen informally through participantobservation or formally through direct conversations and surveys. Five preliminary
questions based on the rhetorical categories guide the preacher, which can be altered or
amended for each church. These questions help the preacher listen for the church's
cognitive beliefs, emotional convictions, and manifested character, as it embodies the
"Word became flesh" (John 1.14),
1. What type of language does the church use to describe God, the world, and
itself?
2. How does the congregation spend its time, money, and resources?
a. Which activities warrant an investment of resources or public
recognition?
b. What are the articulated or implicit goals of the church?
3. What are the traditions and stories of the congregation that constitute its
identity?
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a. What are the message, conviction, and character of the worship
service?
b. Who are the leaders in the church, past and present?
c. Describe the church based on its architecture, newsletter, or website.
4. What nurtures or hinders a congregation's relationship with God?
a. What are the church's hopes and fears?
b. What motivates the church to say yes or no when committing to a
ministry project?
c. How does the church practice its faith, personally and corporately,
through ordinary and extraordinary disciplines or activities?
5. What is the perception of the church from outside the congregation?
There will be multiple answers to each inquiry, as churches resist simple classification or
stereotype. The questions probe the congregation in order to identify, clarify, and
interject the Word of God into the ongoing narrative of the church.
One caveat within the interchange between listening to a text and to a
congregation is incorporating not only a local but also a global view of the Church. In as
much as a congregation is a local entity with its particular listening pattern, the Church is
also a global community, which impacts the church on a local level. Consequently, the
suffering and needs of the entire world become a part of the individual narrative of each
congregation, which is integral to the preacher's listening. Without this worldview, the
church and the Word of God are reduced to an empty shell of their full embodiment.
The final aspect of this introductory approach to sermon preparation is the
practice of clustering, which aids the preacher in creating rhetorical connections between
the text and the church. The preacher's notes about a text and a congregation that are
garnered through asking these initial questions can be organized using the prewriting
discipline of clustering. Clustering enables the preacher to make connections through the
rhetorical categories. The preacher can use triangular clustering to map out her notes,
drawing one triangle to represent the text and one to represent the church, labeling each
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side of the triangles as logos, pathos, and ethos, as demonstrated in Figure 15.14 Lines are
then drawn from the sides of the triangles to encircled notations about the text and the
church, as the preacher reflects on the preliminary questions. There is no limit placed on
how many notations can be made for each category.
When the preacher is finished brainstorming, he can draw lines between the
encircled notations, signifying points of congruence or incongruence as a foundation for
creating rhetorical connections and for crafting a sermon. For example, the logos of
Psalm 46 imagines the reader standing utterly still before God as the true Creator and
Deliverer, which might resonate with the pathos of a congregation's prayer of petition in
worship, asking for God to abide faithfully with them and the people they love. Every
week the church gathers for that prayer, which in turn, places them in the stillness of the
presence of God. This type of connection is fodder for a message about the quietness of
prayer and how it may soothe the fear about the distance of God, even when prayer
returns the sound of silence.
These lines do not simply compare and contrast similar categories, for example
the logos of the text and the logos of the church; they display the varied relationship
between every category. The connections formed through clustering can reveal how the
ethos of the congregation resonates with the logos of the text or how the pathos of the
church relates to the ethos of the pericope. These rhetorical connections uncover how the
Word of God in the text calls out to the "Word became flesh" (John 1.14) in the
congregation. Along the lines that the preacher draws, she can also make notes about
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how these points of reference could be communicated in a sermon. After clustering, the
preacher can begin to make decisions about designing the sermon in relation to the
rhetorical preferences of the congregation, already having the material translated into the
"language" of logos, pathos, and ethos.
A Contribution to Homiletics
Even though the results of this project are limited to Vineville Baptist Church,
simple truths emerge that contribute to the broad ministry of preaching. Every preacher
must learn to listen to the listeners, tuning the instrument of the sermon to the "key" of
the congregation in order to gain a hearing. Translating the Word of God is not simply
from an ancient language into English, but communicating through the nuances of
language that are intrinsic in each congregation. The transverbal "language" of the
rhetorical categories is common to listeners, serving as filters for the Word of God and
aiding the preacher in speaking effectively. Logos, pathos, and ethos are the "language"
of listening that can be utilized by all preachers.
In learning this "language," preachers should be aware that a conscious and
unconscious listening pattern may exist in a congregation. Direct questions about the
preaching event will not always yield complete answers about how a congregation
engages a sermon. The tradition of the church might generally inform the preacher about
its biases, but that will only provide a limited understanding. In order to listen to how a
congregation listens, the preacher must incline his ear to a church over time. Differences
in listening patterns are due to characteristics such as a church's history, culture,
theology, size, and tradition. The nuances of each congregation will slowly emerge as
the preacher is diligent. In discovering a church's inclinations, practical guidelines can
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be constructed to help the preacher craft sermons that are oriented towards the
congregation's rhetorical preferences.
Finally, a preacher needs to be self-aware of her rhetorical preferences, knowing
how they compare to the church. This self-reflection will reveal strengths and
weaknesses in the preacher's sermons that are specific to each congregation. Allowing
this information to guide the preacher will foster deeper connections in proclaiming the
Word of God. In addition, the temptations inherent in employing the rhetorical
preferences of listeners are not indicative of just one congregation, but relevant to all
churches. Any insight gained for the preaching event has the potential not only to
enhance the effectiveness of a sermon, but also deteriorate its focus. When decisions are
made about the purpose, language, content, and structure of the preaching event, they
should not be based solely on a congregation's rhetorical inclinations, but also informed
by the Word of God.
Conclusion
In determining the rhetorical preferences of Vineville Baptist Church, I
discovered that preaching begins and ends with listening. Proclaiming the Word of God
without the echo of a human voice reverberating off the walls of a sanctuary would
deprive worship of a necessary component, but not because silence is empty. Even with
the endless choice of words at the preacher's disposal, a sermon cannot speak without
first beginning in silence. The preacher's ears are inclined not only to scripture but also
to how a church listens, so that a sermon can gain a hearing. During the preaching event,
the congregation is poised to hear from the preacher as silence is broken, depending on
the acoustics of the Word of God to speak the truth about the Creator, Redeemer, and

Sustainer. The sermon then closes in silence, knowing that all along the true "sound" is
not the preacher, but God who speaks. From its inception to its promised fulfillment,
preaching is about listening, whether it is the preacher or the congregation who is
listening, and the rhetorical categories provide a constructive "language" for this
discipline.
The preacher learns this "language" as a faithful practice of ministry. Susan
Hedahl describes how integral listening is to ministry, "Listening to others within the
course of carrying out one's pastoral office is primarily an act of faith: a commitment to
self, to God, and to others. This is the direction of good ministry; however, good
listening is a learned behavior."15 In disciplining one's ears and words to the "language'
of the rhetorical categories, a sermon is strengthened because logos, pathos, and ethos
adhere to the medium of communication and are conducive for the spiritual practice of
preaching. The emphasis is on listening because it is open-ended, inclined to discovery,
and willing to receive, which invites the Spirit of God into the preaching event, as
William Willimon contends, "We must begin in faith, specifically, faith in a God who
speaks."16 If the preacher only stresses speaking, a sermon will only account for the
voice of the pulpit, excluding the voice of God and the voice of the listeners, which are
both essential for the church to hear the Word of God and for a congregation to become
the body of Christ.
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Susan K. Hedahl, Listening Ministry: Rethinking Pastoral Leadership
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2001), 15.
16

William H. Willimon, Conversations with Barth on Preaching (Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 2006), 47.
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Developing an introductory method of sermon preparation is partly due to my
commitment to learn the "language" of listening, as I continue to develop as a preacher.
The development of a sermon represents the broader experience of developing as a
preacher. In describing this ministry, Sondra Willobee writes, "We pray. We study. We
listen. We write. We revise. We practice, and revise again. Then, feeling ready or not,
we lay ourselves open to the moment when our words fall into the air between pulpit and
pew, when our offering becomes that mysterious creation of the Holy Spirit and the
17

whole community of faith."

With each sermon, the proclaimer is learning the

"language" of listening by praying, studying, listening, writing, and rewriting; which
forms him as a preacher and as a person of faith as well. As a spiritual discipline, the
practice of listening draws the preacher into the process of incarnation, so that the Word
of God will be heard again and again.
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Sondra B. Willobee, The Write Stuff: Crafting Sermons that Capture and Convince
(Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2009), 7.

Appendix A
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Survey

im
McAfee School of Theology
Mercer University
3001 Mercer University Drive
Atlanta, Georgia 30341
You are being asked to participate in a research study. Before you give your consent to
participate, it is important that you read the following information and ask as many
questions as necessary to be sure you understand what you will be asked to do.
Investigator
The investigator for this research study is John (Tripp) M. Martin III, Pastor of Vineville
Baptist Church in Macon, Georgia, and student at the McAfee School of Theology at Mercer
University. The faculty supervisor for this research study is Dr. Peter Rhea Jones at the
McAfee School of Theology at Mercer University.
Purpose of the Research
This research study is designed to study the ministry of preaching in the particular context of
a congregation. Information will aid in the completion of a thesis ministry project in
accordance with the requirements of a Doctor of Ministry degree.
Procedures
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to complete a survey on your
response to today's sermon at Vineville Baptist Church in Macon, Georgia. Your
participation will take approximately fifteen minutes.
Potential Risks or Discomforts
There are no foreseeable risks associated with the study.
Potential Benefits of the Research
By participating in this research study, respondents take an active role in shaping the ministry
of preaching at Vineville Baptist Church in Macon, Georgia. The results will also make a
contribution to the overall study of preaching.
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Confidentiality and Data Storage
All personal information obtained will be held in strict confidentiality. All records will be
kept in a locked file by the researcher for three years.
Participation and Withdrawal
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. As a research subject you may refuse to
participate at anytime. To withdraw from the study, indicate so to the principal investigator.
Questions about the Research
If you have any questions about the research project, please speak with the primary
investigator or Dr. Peter Rhea Jones, as advisor to the research project. Dr. Jones' work
address is 3001 Mercer University Drive, Atlanta, GA 30341-4115.
Reasons for Exclusion from this Study
All individuals under the age of eighteen are excluded from this research project.
This project has been approved by Mercer University's Institutional Review Board. If you
believe there is any infringement upon your rights as a research subject, you may contact the
Chair of the Institutional Review Board at (478) 301-4101.
You have been given the opportunity to ask questions and these have been answered to your
satisfaction. Your signature below indicates your voluntary agreement to participate in this
research study.
Your Signature
Date
Principal Investigator Signature
Date

Appendix B
Instructions for Survey
Vineville Baptist Church
Macon, Georgia
Please be completely honest in answering the questions because this will offer the
greatest benefit to the researcher. Thank you very much for your participation!
Instructions:
1. The survey is anonymous - please do not write your name on it!
2. Please read all of the directions carefully. Also, read all of the answers to each
question before selecting a response.
3. In answering questions with a box selection, place either a check or an "x" on the box
to indicate your response:
Correct

0 A. Yes

• B. No

OR

• A. Yes

13 B. No

INCORRECT

• A. Yes

• B. No

OR

^D~A^\Yes

• B. No

4. In the instances where you are asked to pick a number in a range, please circle only
one number:
Correct

1(2)3

INCORRECT

1

2(3

4

5
4)5

5. In answering a question where you rank your preferences, place a " 1 " next to your
first choice, "2" next to your next choice, and " 3 " next to your last choice.
Correct

\
3
2

Preaching
Teaching
Worship

INCORRECT

6. Please answer the questions as honestly as possible!
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Appendix C
Survey
Preaching Questions
1. Are you a member of Vineville Baptist Church? D A. Yes • B. No
2. Generally rate your preference for the following sermon characteristics. Put a
" 1 " next to your first choice, "2" by your second choice, and "3" by your third choice.
Inspiring stories
Illustrations from the preacher's life
New perspectives on scripture
3. Generally rate your preference for the following types of sermons. Put a " 1 " next
to your first choice, "2" by your second choice, and "3" by your third choice.
Sermons about difficult questions
Passionate sermons
Sermons about relationships
4. Generally rate your preference for the following types of sermons. Put a " 1" next
to your first choice, "2" by your second choice, and "3" by your third choice.
Sermons that address a person's relationship with God
Sermons that teach important lessons about scripture
Sermons that strengthen a person's emotional convictions
5. If you could only listen to five sermons every year, what is absolutely essential in
a sermon? For each category, please circle a single number between " 1 " (as less
essential) and "4" (as absolutely essential).
Less Essentim
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Passionate message
Good delivery
Explains scripture clearly
Offers personal examples
Includes stirring illustrations
Preacher is extremely prepared
Addresses relationships with others
Offers new ideas

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Absolutely Essential
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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1. Tells touching stories

1

2

3

J. Includes scriptural references
K. Cultivates unity in the church
L. Creates a memorable experience

1
1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4
4

In general, what is your experience of preaching?
Strongly Agree Mildly Agree Strongly Agree
A. I am moved by sermons
1
I am left unmoved by sermons
B. Sermons engage my mind 1
I daydream during sermons
Doesn't affect me spiritually
C. Makes me closer to God
1
Sermon Questions
7. For you, how did the sermon affect your experience of worship?
Strongly Agree Mildly Agree Strongly Agree
A. Hindered my experience
1 2
3
4
Enhanced my experience
B. Important contribution
1
Little impact
C. Engaging
1
Distracting
8. Based on the following comments, rate the sermon today.
Strongly Agree
Mildly Agree Strongly Agree
A. Made a clear point
1
2
3
4
Not sure of the point
][
B. Stirring
2
3
4
Felt flat
4
Felt foreign to me
C. Helped me connect with God [
2
3
Easy to disregard
D. Convicting
I
2
3
4
4
E. Sincere delivery
L
2
3
Insincere
Made me feel lost
F. Engaged me intellectually
9. How well did the sermon help you think differently about the scripture passage?
• A. Not at all
• B. Somewhat • C. Mostly • D. Completely
10. Did the sermon stir something inside of you?
• A. Not at all
• B. Somewhat D C. Mostly

D D. Completely

11. How well could you relate to the preacher?
D A. Not at all
• B. Somewhat D C. Mostly

• D. Completely

12. What was the goal of the sermon?
• A. For the church to feel the presence of God
D B. For people to foster a spiritual relationship with God
D C. To invite the church to think about scripture in a new way
D D.I don't know

13. What did you think of the sermon?
• A.It didn't help • B.Thought provoking D C.Touched my heart D D.Good delivery
14. How did the sermon make you feel?
D A. Closer to God
• B. Left me cold

D C. Encouraged

15. Did you feel like you connected with the sermon?
D A. Not at all
• B. Somewhat
D C. Mostly

• D. Enlightened

D D. Completely

16. Which best describes the sermon today?
D A. Left me cold
• B. Made me think
D C. Spiritually uplifting
D D. Helped me relate to God
• E. The point was not clear
• F. Didn't help my relationship with God
77. If "1" represented terrible and "10" represented incredible, generally rate the
sermon today.
Terrible 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 Incredible
18. Please answer the questions below.
A. What was positive about the sermon?

B. What was negative about the sermon?

C. What advice would you give the preacher?

Appendix D
Survey: Labeling the Rhetorical Categories
Preaching Questions
1. Are you a member of Vineville Baptist Church? • A. Yes • B. No
2. Generally rate your preference for the following sermon characteristics. Put a
" 1 " next to your first choice, "2" by your second choice, and "3" by your third choice.
Pathos
Inspiring stories
Ethos
Illustrations from the preacher's life
Logos
New perspectives on scripture
3. Generally rate your preference for the following types of sermons. Put a " 1 " next
to your first choice, "2" by your second choice, and "3" by your third choice.
Logos
Sermons about difficult questions
Pathos
Passionate sermons
Ethos
Sermons about relationships
4. Generally rate your preference for the following types of sermons. Put a " 1 " next
to your first choice, "2" by your second choice, and "3" by your third choice.
Ethos
Sermons that address a person's relationship with God
Logos
Sermons that teach important lessons about scripture
Pathos
Sermons that strengthen a person's emotional convictions
5. If you could only listen to five sermons every year, what is absolutely essential in
a sermon? For each category, please circle a single number between " 1 " (as less
essential) and "4" (as absolutely essential).
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Less Essentia*
Pathos - Passionate message
Ethos - Good delivery
Logos - Explains scripture clearly
Ethos - Offers personal examples
Pathos - Includes stirring illustrations
Logos - Preacher is extremely prepared
Ethos - Addresses relationships with others
Logos - Offers new ideas
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Absolutely Essential
3
4
4
3
4
3
4
3
3
4
3
4
3
4
4
3
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I.
J.
K.
L.

Pathos - Tells touching stories
Logos - Includes scriptural references
Ethos - Cultivates unity in the church
Pathos - Creates a memorable experience

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

6. In general, what is your experience of preaching?
Strongly Agree Mildly Agree Strongly Agree
A. Pathos -1 am moved by sermons 1 2
3 4
I am left unmoved by sermons
B. Logos - Sermons engage my mind 1 2
3 4
1 daydream during sermons
C. Ethos - Makes me closer to God

1 2

3

4

Doesn't affect me spiritually

Sermon Questions
7. For you, how did the sermon affect your experience of worship?
Strongly Agree Mildly Agree Strongly Agree
A. General - Hindered my experience 1 2
3 4
Enhanced my experience
B. General - Important contribution 1 2
3 4
Little impact
C. General - Engaging
1 2
3 4
Distracting
8. Based on the following comments, rate the sermon today.
Strongly Agree Mildly Agree Strongly Agree
A. Logos - Made a clear point
1 2
3 4 Not sure of the point
B. Pathos - Stirring
1
2
3 4 Felt flat
C. Ethos - Helped me connect with God 1 2
3 4 Felt foreign to me
D. Pathos - Convicting
2
1
3 4 Easy to disregard
E. Ethos - Sincere delivery
1
2
3 4 Insincere
F. Logos - Engaged me intellectually
1 2
3
4 Made me feel lost
9. Logos - How well did the sermon help you think differently about the scripture
passage?
D A. Not at all
• B. Somewhat • C. Mostly • D. Completely
10. Pathos - Did the sermon stir something inside of you?
D A. Not at all
• B. Somewhat • C. Mostly • D. Completely
11. Ethos - How well could you relate to the preacher?
D A. Not at all
• B. Somewhat • C. Mostly

D D. Completely

12. What was the goal of the sermon?
D A. Pathos - For the church to feel the presence of God
• B. Ethos - For people to foster a spiritual relationship with God
D C. Logos - To invite the church to think about scripture in a new way
• D. No Connection -1 don't know
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13. Logos - What did you think of the sermon?
• A. No Connection - It didn't help
D B. Logos - Thought provoking
D C. Pathos - Touched my heart
D D. Ethos - Good delivery
14. Pathos - How did the sermon make you feel?
D A. Ethos - Closer to God
• B. No Connection - Left me cold
• C. Pathos - Encouraged
D D. Logos - Enlightened
15. General - Did you feel like you connected with the sermon?
• A. Not at all
• B. Somewhat
D C. Mostly
• D. Completely
16. Which best describes the sermon today?
• A. Negative Pathos - Left me cold
• B. Positive Logos - Made me think
• C. Positive Pathos - Spiritually uplifting
D D. Positive Ethos - Helped me relate to God
• E. Negative Logos - The point was not clear
D F. Negative Ethos - Didn't help my relationship with God
17. General - If "1" represented terrible and "10" represented incredible, generally
rate the sermon today.
Terrible 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

18. Please answer the questions below.
A. What was positive about the sermon?

B. What was negative about the sermon?

C. What advice would you give the preacher?

8

9

10 Incredible

Appendix E
Specific Preferences in Questions 2-4
Table 4. Specific Preferences in Questions 2-4
Preferences
New perspectives on scripture
Sermons about difficult questions
Sermons that teach important lessons
about scripture
Illustrations from the preacher's life
Sermons about relationships
Sermons that address a person's
relationship with God
Inspiring stories
Passionate sermons
Sermons that strengthen a person's
emotional convictions

Week
1
1.55
1.81

Week
2
1.86
1.84

Week
3
1.72
1.86

Week
4
1.71
1.71

Week
5
1.57
1.72

Week
6
1.55
1.66

1.88
2.61
2.05

1.88
2.29
1.96

1.91
2.44
1.98

1.88
2.41
2.01

1.83
2.52
2.03

1.81
2.53
1.90

1.54
1.79
2.09

1.57
1.83
2.19

1.49
1.82
2.14

1.55
1.86
2.27

1.48
1.89
2.24

1.55
1.90
2.43

2.54

2.53

2.58

2.57

2.68

2.63

+Lower ranking = higher preference

3

|
—•#—New perspectives o n scripture
—4R~ Sermons about difficult
questions
—*— Sermons that teach i m p o r t a n t
!0SM>n;. tlbOUt :v. » ' p t i . ! \

—~— liiu:>ltat<on>ftoiii the
preacher's life
— " • S e r m o n s about relationships

—

Sermons that address a
person's relationship w i t h God
inspiring stories
Passionate sermons

—

Weekl

Week2

Week3

Week4

Week5

Sermons that strengthen a
person's emotional convictions

Weeks

Figure 9. Specific Preferences in Questions 2-4
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Appendix F
Attributes in Question 5

4
38
36
34
w to

32

c S

3
28

m v.

26
24

2

22
2
Weekl

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

WeekS

Week 6

Passionate message

2 91

2 97

2 95

3

2 95

3 01

Good delivery

3 34

3 33

3 25

3 43

3 34

3 47

Explains scripture clearly

3 61

3 64

35

3 66

3 68

3 69

•Offers personal examples

2 58

2 73

27

2 82

2 82

3 01

-includes stimng illustrations

2 88

2 85

2 87

2 99

2 97

3

3 62

3 61

3 59

3 6-?

3 6*.

3 60

2 95

3 09

3 08

316

3 08

315

2 96

2 95

3 01

3 04

3 07

2 99

2 63

2 79

28

2 81

2 72

2 75

Includes scnptual references

3 54

3 52

3 49

3 57

3 53

3 58

-Cultivates unity in the church

3 43

3 51

3 39

3 49

3 45

35

319

321

3 08

314

315

Preacher is extremely prepared
•Addresses relationships with
others
Offers new ideas
-Tells touching stones

Creates a memoi able
experience
+Higher ranking = higher preference

Figure 10. Attributes in Question
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Appendix G
Discrepancies among Logos, Pathos, and Ethos in Questions 9-11
0.8 \'

• Ethos to Pathos
D Pathos to Logos
• Ethos to Logos

j Ethos to Logos ;

0 73
Sermon Each Week

Figure 11. Discrepancies among Logos, Pathos, and Ethos in Questions 9-11
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Appendix H
Average Sermon Rating in Question 17: Whole Test Group
Table 5. Average Sermon Rating in Question 17: Whole Test Group
Survey
Respondents
Mean
Median
Standard
Deviation
Minimum
Maximum

Weekl
Logos
183
7.49
8

Week 2
Ethos
197
7 86
8

Week 3
Pathos
136
8.15
8

Week 4
Ethos
135
7.99
8

Week 5
Pathos
152
8.34
85

Week 6
Logos
92
8 30
8

1 575
3
10

1497
1
10

1.327
2
10

1.419
3
10

1 260
4
10

1 290
3
10

+No significant difference in averages

10
9.75
9.5
-Si

s
g??
i(3. §

9.25
9
8 7S
8.34

S.5
2P -,
2 -S 8 25
<
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8
*-•< 7 75
75
•

*

—

Ranking

>

7.25
7
Week 2
Ethos

Week 3
Pathos

Week 4
Ethos

Week 5
Pathos

Week 6
Logos

Figure 12. Average Sermon Rating in Question 17: Whole Test Group
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Appendix I
Analysis of Question 15

§

3.75
3.5
3.25

2

»

3.32

3.34

Week 2
Ethos

Week 3
Pathos

3.39

3.44

3.05

<1
S>

2.75
2.5
A/eekl
Logos

Week 4
Ethos

Week 5
Pathos

Week £
Logos

+No significant difference in averages

Figure 13. Average Sermon Rating in Question 15: Whole Test Group

4
3.75
3.5
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3
2.75
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2.25
2
Week 1
Logos

Week 2
Ethos

Week 3
Pathos

Week 4
Ethos

Week 5
Pathos

Weeks
Logos

- No significant difference in averages

Figure 14. Average Sermon Rating in Question 15: Sample Group from Six Weeks
(Sample = 22)
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Appendix J
Diagram of Triangular Clustering

Figure 15. Diagram of Triangular Clustering
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Appendix K
Logos Sermon: A Picture of Trust
Week One
May 30, 2010
Psalm 8
I was unable to find her phone number; otherwise, I would have called her this
week. I am sure her phone number is unlisted. You do not have that type of information
without everyone wanting to call you. It sure would have been helpful to talk to her this
week, for it is Trinity Sunday, where we describe God as three-in-one.
You have probably heard about her. She is the little girl who was drawing a
picture of God for her class. With good intentions, her teacher gently reminded her that
nobody knows what God really looks like. She said, "Well, when I am finished, they
will." You can see why it would have been helpful to talk with her this week.
As we cast our eyes upon the Trinity this morning, it is interesting that our eyes
are turned back upon us. The mystery of the Trinity casts light upon the mysteries of
humanity. As the psalmist casts his eyes upon God, he looks back at humanity and says,
"What are human beings that you are mindful of them, mortals that you care for them?
Yet you have made them a little lower than God and crowned them with glory and
honor."
It is a view of humanity that is hard to believe, "A little lower than God?" I can
imagine several other adverbs that might be more believable. "Plenty lower than God?"
"Abundantly lower than God." "Immeasurably lower than God?" Echoing in our
thoughts might be Paul's words, "all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God." We
can see the hurt and suffering caused by sin and cannot equate people with God. Karl
Barth was right when he said, "God is not humanity said loudly." God is simply not a
better version of humanity. God is not like us, but different from us.
We must be careful when we speak about humanity and creation. The psalmist is
justified when he looks towards the heavens and sees the work of God's hands. He is
right when he looks at the moon and stars in the sky and proclaims God's majesty. When
the psalmist steps back and looks upon God's handiwork, he is right to announce the
glory of God.
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We do not want to elevate people to the status of God, but we must also be careful
not to deny that people have been created in the image of God. As the psalmist says,
"Yet you have made them a little lower than God." Humanity is different from God, but
upon humanity is the imprint of God's image. When we cast our eyes upon the mystery
of the Trinity, it casts a light upon the mystery of being created in the image of God.
We have a hard time fully accepting that we have been created in God's image
because we know the darkness of sin. We know the shadow that sin casts over the world,
but sin is not the whole story. Before there was sin, God said, "It is good!" When God
created the heavens and the earth, God said, "It is good." God said, "Let us make
humankind in our image, according to our likeness... in the image of God he created
them; male and female he created them." And God said, "It is good."
When sin entered into the world, a shadow was cast upon creation, but I think it
was Fred Craddock who asked, "Is there anything left over from Eden?" Could people
completely eradicate the goodness that God built into creation? Was there anything left
of the image of God instilled in people? The psalmist says "Yes" because people have
been created a little lower than God.
The mystery of the Trinity reveals to us the mystery of being created in the image
of God. The mystery of the Trinity cannot be fully explained, but it does teach us about
ourselves. The Trinity shows us that God is relational, as seen in the relationship
between the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Our lives bear the handiwork of God,
especially in our relationships with others. It is why Jesus told stories about the Good
Samaritan and the Prodigal Son. We are to relate to others so that those relationships
bear the image of God. We see the hurt caused by sin in our relationships, but when we
live into the image of God within those relationships, we hear God say, "It is good!"
Out of the relationship among the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, God reaches out
to us. And so we reach out to others as created in God's image. How we relate to others
is essential to how we have been created, and we experience this in our lives. We are
driven by relationships. It is why they are so important.
It is why we speak about commitment to the church. It is why we talk about
marriage as holy. It is why friendship is sacred. It is why companionship is priceless. It
is why becoming a parent is for a lifetime. It is why family is a gift from God. It is why
we are called to care for the stranger.
It is in relationships that we bear God's image. It is in relationships that we
convey the love of God. It is why the psalmist says such a bold statement that we are
made a little lower than God. It is in the Trinity that we catch a glimpse of God as
relational, and we come to understand why our relationships with others are so important.
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Created by the Father, we bear the image of God. Redeemed by Christ, we are
empowered to live into the image of God. Sustained by the Spirit, we are upheld, as we
grow into the image of God, following Christ as our Lord.
In Genesis 18.1-8, the Lord appears to Abraham by the oaks of Mamre, for he
looks up and sees three angels standing near his tent. He runs out to greet them, offering
them water, washing their feet, and giving them rest. He provides them with food and
hospitality. It is a picture that points to the Trinity, for when the travelers appeared it
says the Lord appeared, and it is a picture that points to Abraham's trust in God.
It is a picture of a relationship, and we may not be able to draw a picture of God
beyond the picture of a relationship. A relationship that bears the image of God bears the
mark of trust. Nothing is more important to relationships than trust. It is our ability to be
trustworthy that is the foundation of our relationships with others. It means accounting
for others in what we say and do.
When we break that trust, we see the shadow of sin cast over our relationships,
but when we uphold it and build it, we see the image of God within us and hear God say,
"It is good." In our relationships with others, we are to be people of genuine openness,
complete honesty, and sincere unselfishness because it builds trust. We are to put trust
above our own desires and goals. We are to make trust the background of our lives. It is
essential to seeing the image of God in our relationships.
If you are looking for one way to practice building trust in your relationships, try
asking for permission instead of forgiveness. Live an upfront life. Speak with everyone
involved on the front end. Where we do not need permission, we can still be open and
forthright at the beginning. It reduces the need for questions and fosters trust. Live an
upfront life. It is a picture of trust.
I am not sure what the little girl drew on the piece of paper, but she could have
drawn the hands of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, holding onto to one another as well
as reaching out to us, showing us how to build relationships with others. It would be a
picture of a trust.
Amen.

Appendix L
Ethos Sermon: For They Belong to Us
Week Two
June 6, 2010
1 Kings 17.8-24
To begin with it was a little embarrassing, seeing that I work in a church and that I
like sermons. I considered acting like my pen was out of ink, but I knew that wouldn't
fix the problem. I was sitting in a room full of ministers, and I was asked to make a list.
I was asked to make a list of five sermons that had changed my life.
I sat there and really thought about it, but nothing came to mind. I had written
down two sermons, but they were the most recent ones I had heard. The speaker then
changed the subject. List five people that have changed your life in terms of your faith.
My pen almost did run out of ink because the list just seemed to keep going.
I imagine the widow's son would have felt the same way. List five people that
have changed your life. Elijah's name would have been at the top of the list. The boy's
mother was a poor widow, scraping to get by, but she was willing to offer Elijah some
assistance when he moved to town. Elijah was living in the upper quarters of her house
during a time of drought and famine. Widows were a group that suffered the most
because they could not own land or secure a job, but this generous woman opened her
hand to Elijah.
When her son became ill, she felt the sting that no good deed goes unpunished.
She had opened herself up to another only to have her world crumble around her because
her son became sick and died. Confronted with such pain, she confronts Elijah for
bringing such anguish into her household.
Elijah was not at fault, but he did step into help. After accepting such generosity
from people who had shown him such mercy, he could not stand idly by and watch. He
took the boy and laid across him three times, crying out to God for help, restoring the
boy's breath.
My grandfather, who is a pastor and one of those people on my list, preached a
sermon at the convocation of the McAfee School of Theology of Mercer University
several years ago about this story that he called warm-body ministry. Elijah laid across
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the boy as he cried out to God for help. He did not minister from a distance. Elijah's
whole person was involved. It was warm-body ministry.
When I look back on those two lists, the short list of sermons and the long list of
names, the difference is warm-body ministry. Much of faith is caught and learned by
looking over the shoulder of somebody else. At the end of last summer, I preached at
First Baptist Church of Augusta, Georgia, and it was on that occasion that the search
committee from Vineville came to hear me preach. It happened to be the day that First
Baptist was giving their children, who were attending worship for the first time, a red
Bible with their name on it.
When I got up to speak, I thanked the church for allowing me to come "home" to
the church where I grew up to preach. Looking out on the congregation, I could see
former Sunday school teachers, youth leaders, and friends. It was a group of people that I
had spent years looking over their shoulder, learning about faith. I told them that on my
desk back in Jackson, Mississippi, was a red Bible with my name on it that I had received
in the first grade at that church. Watching the children that morning reminded me why I
had kept that Bible so close.
It was a gift from the church that had shaped me. It was from the people who had
taken me to my first Habitat for Humanity project. It was from the people who had asked
me to speak in front of the church for the first time. It was from the people who had
taught me how to interpret scripture. It was warm-body ministry.
The church is like a physical therapist. When physical therapists are helping
patients walk they use a wide, thick gate belt that they put around the patient to support
them. It gives them a way to hold onto the patient and to support them. The physical
therapist meets the patient at their capabilities, but never leaves them there. The physical
therapist pushes the patient to become stronger by assisting them, giving them support,
and challenging them.
Without offering the support of the belt, the physical therapist would be less
involved and her advice would mean less, but because she is willing to become a part of
the patient's struggle, it makes all the difference. It is warm-body ministry. We walk
alongside, we offer support, we coach, we counsel, we offer rest, we give reprieve, and
we always work towards healing. The physical therapist gives new life, as does the
church.
The church reaches out to people who are in need, offering support and striving
towards healing. In fact, we all need the church to do that for us at different times in our
lives. One way in particular that the church commits itself to others is by teaching its
children. The church gives children a place that holds onto them as they grow up, and it
gives them a shoulder to look over as they learn about their faith. As a church, we
commit ourselves to this work at baby dedication, where we say together, "Yes, we too,
will share in the child's growth, for he or she belongs to us as well."
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Parents make a solemn commitment to teach their children about the faith, but it
is not a task that belongs only to them because the children of the church belong to us as
well. It is warm-body ministry.
We can reach out to them in their moments of crisis. When they break a leg
during baseball season, we can send them movies to watch, snacks to cheer them up, and
notes of encouragement. When they have difficult questions about their faith, we can
show understanding, sharing times when we have had questions, and helping them grow
stronger because of their questions. We can find ways to show them that they belong to
this place. We can learn their names and call them out in the hallways of the church.
We can show our excitement when they need to celebrate. Through cards, we can
provide the gift of joy to them. We can love them in a manner that they would feel
comfortable speaking up in a room full of adults, and we can always be in prayer for
them. Like the physical therapist where the patient trusts the therapist not because she
stands at a distance with all the answers, but because she becomes a part of the patient's
struggle, the children of the church trust us because we are willing to stand close to them.
The world is complicated and hard. It poses questions that resist easy answers. It
entails tragedy that denies simple explanations. It dismantles thin advice and disregards
good intentions. The children of the church need a deep faith that will anchor them to the
deep truth of God, a God of love, strength, and compassion, holding them steady during
the storms of life. We garner their trust, so that we can speak of the trust of God. We can
provide them with a deep faith through having thoughtful worship, being a forgiving
community, and extending a call to mission, but no more clearly than in warm-body
ministry.
Mark DeVries is a youth minister who recalls a story told to him by one of the
parents of a member of his youth group. She was waiting for the church bus to return
after a youth retreat. Her son had been in the youth group for years. Standing there next
to her was another mother, whose daughter was coming home from her first retreat.
When the church bus pulled into the parking lot, the mother of the son asked
which student was her daughter. She pointed her out; she was the girl sitting next to the
fourth window back from the front. The mother returned the question, "Which one
belongs to you?"
She looked through all of the windows of the bus, seeing youth who had been to
her house with her son, youth she had taught in Sunday school, and youth she had hugged
as they returned home from countless retreats. When she finally saw her son, she began
to point him out, but then stopped. It dawned on her, "Actually, they all belong to me."
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Like so much in ministry, there is a hidden gift. One's love of the church is
renewed in loving its children. We end up with more joy than when we began whenever
we love the children of the church, and for that we can say, "Thanks be to God."
Amen.

Appendix M
Pathos Sermon: Third Gear Slips
Week Three
June 13, 2010
Luke 7.36-8.3
I was in high school and coming home from a camping trip when my friend
offered to teach me how to drive a stick shift. It was an old car, and we were out in the
middle of nowhere, so it was the perfect time to learn. I say learn because I had never
driven a manual transmission before, although, I knew how to do it.
I could tell you how to drive a stick shift. I knew when to use the clutch and how
to shift gears. I had seen others do it and could envision myself doing the same thing, so
why was it so different when I got behind the wheel?
I felt awkward and anxious. I felt like a first-time driver all over again. I was
terrified that I would break my friend's car. I could just see the look on his father's face
when we got home and the car didn't work anymore. "What do you mean you were
teaching him how to drive your car?," his father would say.
There is such a difference between knowing and doing. We can know how to do
something, but not be able to do it. The difference can be difficult to overcome. At the
edge of knowing is a steep drop-off that seems to fall into an abyss, and off in the
distance is the edge of doing, with a gap separating the two. The gap separating the two
can be filled with fear, the fear of failure and the fear of making a mistake, especially
when we are standing at the edge of risking something important.
Our faith in Christ leads us to the wide gap between knowing the right thing and
doing the right thing, between reason and risk, between opportunity and possibility.
Closing the gap requires a particular strength, which is found in the compassionate love
of God. Gregory Anderson Love, professor of theology, describes a scene from the
movie, Luther, which tells the story of the great Protestant Reformer, Martin Luther, who
criticized the church for corruption and worked towards reform. Luther championed the
notion of salvation by grace alone.
The scene is at the beginning of the movie when Luther is having an intense
discussion with an elder monk. Luther is wrestling with the character of God, seeking
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guidance from his mentor. He asks, "How does God see people?" and "What are God's
intentions for the world?" Luther asks his mentor, "Have you ever dared to think that
God is not just? God has us born tainted by sin, then God is angry with us all our lives
for our faults, the righteous Judge who condemns us, threatening us with the fires of
hell!" Calmly, the mentor asks, "Martin, what is it you seek?" Luther says, "A merciful
God! A God whom I can love. A God who loves me." Martin Luther's question leads
him to the same place where we find the woman at Simon's house.
She is standing outside wanting to come inside. Can you imagine how she is
feeling? Is she wrestling with the same question that plagued Luther in the movie? She
is publicly known as a sinner, and if her sin is public, her private shame must have been
overwhelming. She is standing outside the house of a Pharisee, a group who are known
for being righteous and pure.
It must have taken strength beyond strength to walk through the door of that
house and to walk past all of those people who would be whispering in the background.
She entered the house and got down to anoint Jesus' feet with her tears and ointment,
drying them with her hair. What is the motivation behind such an act? Where do people
find that type of strength, for moments that require such risk?
Outraged, Simon cannot believe what is happening. If Jesus were a prophet, he
would have known that this woman was a sinner and would have turned her away. It was
not "right" what was happening. Simon is having trouble understanding the difference
between knowing the right thing and doing the right thing.
If asked, he could have given all the right answers about God. He could have
talked about what God had done throughout scripture, about God's majesty and
righteousness, about God being the center of one's life, but he still stood at the edge of
knowing, so Jesus closes the gap for him.
Jesus says, "Simon, have you heard the story about the two debtors?" One debtor
owed five hundred denarii and the other only fifty. If both debts were forgiven, which
one would love the creditor more? The gap between knowing and doing is closed by the
compassion of God, and Simon was stuck at simply "knowing" because he lacked
compassion.
The woman's strength to enter the house was born out of God's compassion, so if
you have ever wondered if it was true, it is. It is true, where Psalm 51 says, "For you,
God, have no delight in sacrifice . . . The sacrifice acceptable to God is a broken spirit; a
broken and contrite heart, O God, you will not despise."
Strength is found in a contrite, grateful heart that accepts the forgiving,
compassionate love of God. The only part of the story more shocking than the woman
washing Jesus' feet was what Jesus said in return. Jesus says, "Your sins are forgiven."

Everyone in the room stops whispering about the woman's sins and starts whispering
about Jesus. The people said, "Who gave him the authority to forgive sins?"
In the life, ministry, death, and resurrection of Jesus the Christ, God says with
compassion, "Your sins are forgiven." Peering over the edge of knowing, the gap is not
only filled with fear, but also with forgiveness. The gap is closed with the compassion of
God because it invites us forward and surrounds us as we move forward.
Compassion is love filling a need. It is the same love found in the story by O.
Henry, "The Gift of the Magi." Delia is distraught because of $1.87. She has been
saving her money, literally pennies, for months. Tomorrow is Christmas, and she wants
to buy her beloved Jim a special gift during such a difficult time for their family, a gift
that will lift him up and carry him forward as they are weighed down by so much, but
what can she purchase with $1.87?
One of her cherished possessions was her hair. It was beautiful, long, and brown.
Jim loved Delia's hair, but she decided to have it cut and sold, so she could buy Jim a
gift. She sold it for $20, which was as much as Jim made in a month's worth of work.
She found a platinum chain for Jim's priceless watch. It was a pocket watch passed
down to him from his father and grandfather.
When Jim arrived home that night, he was overwhelmed by Delia's hair, not
taken back by anger or disappointment, but certainly overwhelmed. She quickly
explained what she had done, wanting him to know the depths of her love. He reached
out and embraced her, so she would know that he was not angry. He then presented her
with a gift. He had bought the expensive combs that Delia had always admired in the
shop window. It was a gift that she could not use because of her love.
Quickly she ran to bring him the special chain she had bought for his watch.
When she presented it to him, Jim sat down on the couch overwhelmed again. It was a
gift he could not use. He had sold his watch to pay for the combs.
Compassion is stronger than fear, and it closes the gap because it is willing to risk
"doing." The woman walked into Simon's house that day because of the strength of
compassion, where Simon was gripped by the fear of getting it wrong. He said, "turn her
away, she is a sinner."
A priest once told the story about a family whose two-story house caught on fire.
The entire family had made it out of the house, except the youngest son. The son stood
next to a smoke-filled window on the second floor, crying out to his family. His father
could see him standing there, and shouted for him to jump. The boy said, "But daddy, I
cannot see you." The father said, "I know, but I can see you."
We may not be able to see the end result, but we can jump in the direction of
God's compassion. When we take a risk and leap towards compassion, there is a good
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chance we will get it more right than we realize. Jesus says, "Your sins are forgiven.'
They are words of compassion and words that describe how we are to begin doing by
living with compassion for others.
Amen.

Appendix N
Ethos Sermon: Listen Closely
Week Four
June 20,2010
1 Kings 19.1-15
When I saw a guitar in high school, I was like every other teenager because I
wanted to pick it up and learn how to play. I did not own a guitar, but it seemed like
every other friend of mine did, so they would teach me a chord or two. It didn't mean I
could play the guitar, but it did change the way I looked at music.
My friends would give me basic instruction on what do with each hand and how
to change chords in order to put a song together, but what came out of the guitar didn't
sound like music. Even if I had the sheet music in front of me, trying to follow each note
and rhythm, I would have been lost. I had trouble hearing the notes and hearing the
rhythm, and since I couldn't "hear" the music, I could not play it.
Listening for God is less like learning how to play a song by reading sheet music
and more like listening to a song over and over again, learning to play it by ear. We have
to "hear" what it is supposed to sound like before we can play it ourselves, and if we
don't know what it is supposed to sound like, we won't be able to recognize it when we
hear it.
I once heard this wonderful, bright young preacher explain the difference between
talking to her brother on the phone versus her father. She was close to both of them, and
talked to them a few times a week. When her brother called, she knew immediately who
it was. Her brother never told her who was calling; she just knew. He would dive right
into the conversation. "Hey, how is it going? What are doing today? I'm just hanging
out," he would say. Since she knew the sound of his voice, she knew immediately who it
was on the phone.
Her dad, however, always called from work, so he was in a business mindset.
She knew immediately who it was, but because he was in that frame of mind, he stated
his first and last name. "Hello Sarah, this is Kevin Johnson," he would say. She thought
to herself, "Dad, I know it is you; why the introduction?" Since she knew the sound of
his voice and the types of things he would say, he didn't need to tell her who it was.
Many times, we just know who it is by the sound of the voice and by what they say.
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Since it is Father's Day, some of us might be remembering a father, who even
though they are now in the nearer presence of God, we can still hear some of things they
used to say. Even if we never asked them the question, we might know their answer
because of the types of things they would say. It is in listening closely to God that we
learn the types of things that God may say.
Elijah hears the voice of God, but it is unexpected. Elijah is running for his life
when he ascends Mount Horeb, the mountain that we know as Mount Sinai where Moses
met God. Sitting in the darkness of a cave, waiting for the Lord to pass by, I wonder
what Elijah anticipated? Elijah needed direction, and he was in a place where God had
given Moses direction. Moses asked to know God's "ways," so those who had escaped
Egypt could faithfully be God's people. All of the goodness of God was going to pass by
Moses at the rock, so he would know the "ways" of God, but Moses could only see the
back of God.
Elijah waits for this holy moment with overwhelming expectation. As Elijah is
waiting, there is a powerful wind that shakes the mountain, but God was not in the wind.
Then there was a great earthquake, rattling the ground, but God was not in the
earthquake. Then a blazing fire, but God was not in fire. Finally, a sound of sheer
silence, and God was in the silence and spoke to Elijah.
We must listen closely for God, for God may speak quietly, and because God
speaks quietly at times, we must listen closely for the types of things that God may say,
so that when God speaks, we recognize God's voice. In scripture, listening is absolutely
essential. Deuteronomy 6.4 says, "Hear, O Israel: The Lord is our God, the Lord alone."
In Luke 9.35, God says, "This is my Son, my Chosen, listen to him." We listen closely
for the voice of God because it is essential for knowing God and for following Christ.
From my years growing up, I do not remember much said specifically about the
kingdom of God. There is a good chance that I was not listening closely, but the
kingdom of God is at the heart of Jesus. Jesus says at the beginning of Mark, "The time
is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has come near; repent, and believe in the good
news." He begins to talk about it at the beginning of his ministry and talks about it until
the end of his life. It was his central message. It is the good news, it is the gospel, and it
is the news of redemption.
It is the giving of new life. Jesus brings new life in the kingdom of God, as it says
in the beatitudes, by healing the sick, comforting the grief-stricken, feeding the hungry,
giving courage to the meek, bringing peace to all, and offering mercy to the sinner. I did
not hear much said about the kingdom of God growing up, but it permeates the gospel,
and it widens the definition of redemption. I did not understand that the gospel not only
brings life in the face of death, but brings life in Christ, which brings us life now and in
the face of death.
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When we speak about redemption, we are talking about the kingdom of God,
where all brokenness is repaired and redeemed. It is what we hear when we listen closely
to those words taught to us by Jesus,
Our Father, who art in heaven,
Hallowed be thy name.
Thy kingdom come, thy will be done,
On earth as it is heaven.
It is a prayer for the redemption of the world, where all brokenness is redeemed. When I
started to hear about the kingdom of God in the gospels, I started to hear God say much
more than before.
When we hear about children around the world who do not receive any education,
we hear about the need for the kingdom of God. When we hear about women who do not
receive any prenatal care during pregnancy in remote areas, we hear about the need for
redemption. When we hear about families who live on less than a dollar a day, we hear
about the need for God's grace to heal brokenness. We know there is not that type of
suffering in heaven, so we work to heal such brokenness on earth, as we pray the words
of Jesus, "Thy will be done, on earth as it is in heaven." We know the work remains
incomplete, which is why we await the fulfillment of the kingdom of God in Christ.
This week I opened a Bible to read the words in quotations in the four gospels. I
did not have a red-letter New Testament, so it was the closest way to focus only on the
words of Jesus. The words of Jesus give us an idea of the types of things that God may
say. It is one way to sit down and to listen closely. You can read through the four
gospels that way in a couple hours. It can even be done in four different sittings. It is
one way to listen closely, so we are able to recognize the types of things that God might
say, even if they are said quietly.
We listen closely so we can play it ourselves. It is less like learning how to play a
song with sheet music and more like listening to a song over and over again until we can
play it by ear.
Amen.

Appendix O
Pathos Sermon: Wherever You Go
Week Five
June 27, 2010
Luke 9.51-62
Have you ever thought about what the disciples didn't know? Jesus warned them
and even said it out loud that it would not be easy, but they didn't realize what was going
to happen. Like the scavenger hunt that sends us from one clue to the next, not knowing
the final destination, the disciples did not fully realize where Jesus was taking them.
There were clues along the way, but they remained clueless.
We have the benefit of hindsight because we have already read the final page of
the book before reading the whole story. We know what happens on Calvary and that
there is an empty tomb on Easter morning, but the disciples didn't know, so when Luke
says, "he set his face to go to Jerusalem," we know what he meant. There was only one
thing that could mean since we have already read the end of the story. Luke is talking
about the cross that Jesus will face in Jerusalem. At this point in the journey, the
disciples still didn't know what was going to happen.
The other person that didn't know was the person who said, "I will follow you
wherever you go." You have to be real careful to whom you say those words. It is akin
to following the person who says, "I know a shortcut." You always have to be leery of
the person who says, "I know a shortcut." Many a car has run out of gas following the
person who "knows" a shortcut. This person said, "I will follow you wherever you go,"
but he had not read the end of the story to know what he was saying, and Jesus knew it.
Jesus tries to explain what the journey will be like, which turns out to be an odd
way of recruiting people. It would be like inviting people to a birthday party with no
birthday cake. Jesus called on people to follow him, and when someone raises his hand
in the crowd to answer that call, Jesus stops just short of telling him no.
He lays all of the cards on the table, "Foxes have holes, birds have nests, but the
Son of Man has nowhere to lay his head." It is an odd way to encourage recruiting. One
person says, "Lord, first let me go and bury my father," which is a reasonable request, but
Jesus says, "Let the dead bury their own dead." It is a request that has dignity. Another
person says, "Let me first say farewell to those at my home." Who could argue with that
short list of demands? But Jesus says, "No one who puts a hand to the plow and looks
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back is fit for the kingdom of God." It is an odd way to recruit people, but no one knew
that at the end of the journey was the cross.
Every aspiration has an unknown cost. The child who wants to become a singer
on Broadway does not realize the countless hours that are required to achieve such a goal.
The young person dreaming of becoming a doctor does not yet understand what a thirtysix hour shift involves during residency. The aspiring teacher who looks up to her fifthgrade teacher has no way of knowing the hours of work that each teacher takes home at
night. There is an unknown cost in our faith, and Jesus is trying to name it and make it
known. There is an unknown cost because at the heart of our faith is the cross.
One such person that wrestled with this unknown cost is Dietrich Bonhoeffer.
Born at the turn of the twentieth century, he grew up in Germany in a Christian home and
became a professor and minister. He taught theology for several years in addition to
serving several churches. He even taught at the Union Theological Seminary in New
York.
Bonhoeffer's life was unique because of the times in which he lived and the
events of his life. In 1933, he all but abandoned his academic career because of the
events taking place in Germany. The Nazi regime was beginning to gain momentum.
During this time, Bonhoeffer led two illegal training colleges for ministers, which were
closed down by the Gestapo.
As war was inevitable, his friends wanted him to flee to America for safety, which
he did, but he could not stay. He decided that his faith could not let him stay. As he
thought about those suffering in Germany, he decided to go back. While there, he stood
up against the Nazi regime and was an advocate for Jewish people. He was arrested after
attempting to help a group of Jewish people escape to Switzerland in 1943. He spent
time in several prisons and concentration camps.
In jail, he continued to minister to other prisoners. Bonhoeffer's efforts even
inspired guards, who helped him smuggle out his papers that he wrote in jail. On April 9,
1945, just before the liberation by the Allies, Bonhoeffer was executed in a concentration
camp in Flossenburg. He was safe in America, but decided to go back to help others.
It was the unknown cost of his faith. When he decided to return to Germany, it
was a decision he made because of the cross. God stood with us on the cross to redeem
us and to stand in solidarity with the suffering of the world, so Bonhoeffer did not feel
like he could sit idly by and watch suffering caused by such sin.
Now, not many of us are called upon to make the same sacrifice that Bonhoeffer
did. Not many of us are called to die for our faith, but we are all called to live for our
faith, and whereas grace is free, it is also expensive. Bonhoeffer writes, "Such grace is
costly because it calls us to follow, and it is grace because it calls us to follow Jesus
Christ." Grace without the cross is cheap grace because it ignores the sacrifice of the

cross and the cost of following Christ. Grace is unmerited and a gift for the salvation of
our sins but it calls us to follow.
Looking back on those who raised their hands to answer the invitation of Jesus to
follow him that day, we can understand why Jesus had an odd way of recruiting people.
He was on his way to Jerusalem, and in Jerusalem would be the cross. The disciples did
not realize what was going to happen.
It is as Paul Wadell says, "Love doesn't sound so dangerous until you've tried it."
Someone should really hand out safety vests at times like this. In times of commitment
and love, someone should be available to warn people. Whenever parents have children
and take the risk to love someone so deeply, someone should come to the hospital and
bring them a safety vest. When two people leave the church after getting married and
begin that journey together, someone should give the couple safety vests as they walk out
of the church's door. When two friends vow to be there for one another, knowing there
will be an unknown cost along with the blessings of friendship, they should put on safety
vests.
When someone comes to be baptized, making that commitment and putting a
hand to the plow and setting his or her face to Jerusalem, we should give them a safety
vest because "Love doesn't sound so dangerous until you've tried it." There is an
unknown cost, but there is also good news. The same grace that saves us continues to
guide us along the way.
For those that accepted Jesus' invitation to follow him, they had to feel the air
beneath their feet because it requires getting both feet off of the ground. To call it a leap
of faith sounds more graceful that it is, but it is a leap because that kind of decision
requires getting both feet off the ground. We will stumble, make mistakes, fall down,
and hesitate to do the right thing, to offer compassion, and to retain our humility. We
must remember that the same grace that saves us continues to guide us.
I know that Jesus said not to look back once we put our hands to the plow, to let
the dead bury the dead, and not to say farewell to those at home, but that is because the
disciples had not read the end of the story yet. Since we have read the end of the story,
we need to look back. We need to look back at the life of Jesus to remember that at the
heart of our faith is the cross.
Let us read the story again for the first time, always rekindling our passion for
learning something new, becoming someone different, and for getting both feet off the
ground as we follow Christ, remembering that the grace that saves us continues to guide
us along the way, as we put our hands to the plow of the kingdom of God.
Amen.

Appendix P
Logos Sermon: Bound to Christ
Week Six
July 4, 2010
Galatians 5:1, 13-25
As we grow up from childhood to adulthood, "freedom" is represented by various
moments: going to school for the first time, switching classrooms at school, having a
school locker, entering high school, going on your first date, getting your driver's license,
choosing a college, and picking a career. All along the way, children celebrate these
milestones and parents do as well, but celebrating a new driver's license "feels" different
to a parent. I remember my mom clinging to the passenger door, "celebrating" my new
license. As parents, we struggle to let go and back away, allowing our children to have
more and more freedom.
I do not know when children finally discover what a monumental task this is for
parents, but it would be nice if when they did find out, they would call their parents and
let them know because it is truly a labor of love and an acceptance of risk. Parents give
their children freedom as they grow up because they love them. It is the only way for
children to grow into mature adults, but this part of love is not easy. It is also an
acceptance of risk because with more freedom comes the greater possibility of harm. It is
the catch twenty-two of parenting.
There is an internal struggle between control and freedom for parents. Love
wants to control in order to protect, but it also wants to provide freedom because that is
the deepest expression of love. Freedom always involves risk, which is why I stammer
backwards when I think about the freedom we have in this country. I spent time these
past two weeks re-reading the Declaration of Independence, Constitution of the United
States, and the Bill of Rights. It had been quite a while since I had read them. The last
time I read them was probably in school when I had to memorize them for a test.
When these documents were signed, it was by a group of people who had
searched for freedom, and when they discovered it they wanted to preserve it. One of the
freedoms that they preserved surrounds us this morning. It is religious freedom. It was
so important that it made it into the first line of the first amendment of the Bill of Rights.
It is difficult to recognize its blessing because we stand so close to it and have always
enjoyed it.
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We do not have to worry about laws that tell us how to worship, telling us what
form of baptism is legal or how to interpret scripture. No one is going to be
excommunicated from the church because they disagree with something said from the
pulpit; whereas, in places where religious liberty does not exist, that is the case because
disagreeing with the official stance of the church is also disagreeing with the legal stance
of the government. The gift of religious freedom is indeed a blessing.
Since freedom is at the forefront of our minds today, I also read Paul's letter to
the Galatians, which begins and ends with freedom. Paul is fighting unknown opponents.
He had brought the gospel to Galatia, but in his absence, there have been people refuting
the freedom of his message. It is an ugly picture of tug-o-war in the church.
Paul writes, "For freedom Christ has set us free." His opponents argue that
circumcision is required to follow Christ. It is to be a stipulation on the practice of faith,
like a legal form of baptism or restricted interpretation of scripture. Paul struggles to
communicate the need for this freedom, and it is a difficult message to communicate. It
goes back to that catch twenty-two.
Love requires freedom, but there is an inherent risk, and who is to say that this
congregation will not take this freedom and abuse it? Like the fear of a parent who gives
his or her children more and more freedom, they are scared of what they will do with it,
but Paul knows that freedom is necessary for the gospel. It cannot live with foreign
constraints.
Love and freedom go hand-in-hand, so the inherent risk of freedom is not foreign
to God; actually, it begins with God. In the garden of Eden, there was one tree that Adam
and Eve were forbidden to eat. It was the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Some
may say that this constraint actually limited their freedom, but looking at it again, it was
this tree that offered true freedom. They had a choice. God said not to eat from the tree,
but they were free to choose. Before them was the choice to obey God or to deny God,
which is true freedom.
We may wonder why God would do such a thing because the risk of that freedom
opens the world up to such devastation. The reason that God accepts the risk is because
of love, for in order for our "yes" to God to mean anything, we have to be able to say
"no." It is risky. Like the parent who endures pain because their children say "no" to
their guidance, God endures pain when we say "no" as well. Since parents love their
children, they continue to let them grow up to be independent.
Freedom is the condition of love. Without freedom, love cannot exist. In our
faith, our "yes" to God can only be authentic if we are free to say "no." It is the same gift
of religious freedom. It respects the freedom that God has granted. It allows our "yes" to
God to be authentic.
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It is freedom that binds us to the love of God. I know that sounds odd, but our
"yes" binds us to the gospel. Paul uses the phrase, we are "slaves to one another," as we
are to "love our neighbor as ourselves." It is what Paul means when he says, "For
freedom, Christ has set us free." We freely commit ourselves to God, so that the gospel
comes alive inside of us.
The fruits of the Spirit are born inside of us when our "yes" to God is authentic.
We become love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness, gentleness, and
self-control. They are free to grow inside of us. No one can force those attributes into
us. We learn to love by being shown love and being free to respond back. We love God
because God first loved us.
In freely responding to God's love, we show the fruits of the Spirit to the world.
We show love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness, gentleness, and
self-control. We become the presence of Christ for the world, which is the true blessing
of freedom. When we experience becoming the presence of Christ for others, the gospel
is alive inside of us.
In order to celebrate our freedom, we can hold onto these words from Galatians,
"I have been crucified with Christ." With each morning, we can say those words to
ourselves. It is what we say when we say "yes" to God. We can say to ourselves, "I have
been crucified with Christ." It means that we are bound to the gospel of Christ.
Amen.
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